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INTRODUCTION

Over the last 10 years, the human rights situation in Russia has been continuously deteriorating. The indicative acceleration point of this process – the violent dispersal of a peaceful protest in Moscow’s Bolotnaya Square against the results of the 2012 presidential election – signalled the direction of travel for the next decade, namely a clampdown on human rights in order to eliminate all forms of dissent. Ten years later, subsequent repressive legislation together with its even more abusive implementation has led to a situation where the level of protection and implementation of the rights to freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association is possibly at its lowest point in post-Soviet Russia.

During these years, the authorities have severely curtailed people’s right to freely express their dissenting views from the government-proclaimed “truth”, as well as the right to form and be part of associations that dare to criticise government policies and practices and suggest ways of improvement. Moreover, draconian laws and policies have effectively stripped people of their right to freedom of peaceful assembly. Essentially, the authorities view any protest, of any scale and in relation to any issue, as suspicious and a challenge to their authority. To prevent peaceful protests from going ahead, including by criminalizing those who dare to protest without “authorization”, the authorities have deployed a whole arsenal of legal constructions and practices that are in stark contrast to Russia’s international human rights obligations. Those in power have also created and propagated a narrative according to which any “unauthorized” protest, however peaceful, is regarded as undesirable and equates to a disturbance. To support this concept, heavy fines, short-term administrative detention and in some cases even criminal prosecution have been introduced for those who still dare to participate in “unauthorised” protests.  

There have been several crisis points during these 10 years when the level of human rights protection dropped to a new low. One of them was around the peaceful protests in support of leading Russian opposition figure Aleksey Navalny in early 2021. Another is unfolding at the time of writing, when Russia’s military aggression against Ukraine is being mirrored by an internal clampdown against Russia’s civil society. This has triggered a human rights crisis that has already had even more painful and devastating consequences than any previous attempts by the government to crush independent voices and fundamental freedoms.

Talking to Amnesty International in June 2022, Sofia Rusova, a human rights defender, journalist, and a co-chair of the Russian independent Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union, noted:  

“There are no protests left to report from anymore. The moment someone goes out to protest, they are immediately arrested.”

Sofia Rusova, co-chair of the Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union

There are also very few independent media outlets still left in the country. Broadcast and print media are dominated by the state. Access to dozens of online media, both Russian and international, has been blocked by the authorities. Those outlets that are still working have to carefully choose – and often self-censor – which topics of public importance they can report on and what wording they can use to avoid further reprisals. Miscalculation could cost very dear – from blocking of the media and heavy fines to criminal prosecution and lengthy prison sentences. Recent anti-war protests, including single-person pickets, that have been ongoing in Russia since the start of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine and other, often very
creative ways of saying “No to war!” – a phrase that has itself become prohibited and punishable in Russia, has become a particularly thorny issue to report on. As one journalist told Amnesty International:

“How can we write about [anti-war] rallies and slogans they use, if the slogans say: “No to war!”?

Journalist speaking to Amnesty International

In previous research, both Amnesty International\(^3\) and other human rights organizations\(^4\) have on many occasions analysed the legislation which unduly restricts the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and the violations suffered by organizers and participants such as obstruction, arbitrary arrest, ill-treatment and other reprisals. This document looks into the situation of two specific groups who are not necessarily participating in the protests but who nevertheless play extremely important roles in their contexts. The first group – public assembly monitors (observers) - performs a watchdog function by recording how rigorously the authorities observe their human rights obligations in the context of public assemblies. The other group - media workers - ensure that society is informed about public assemblies that have taken place, the concerns that have brought people to the streets, and what, in the view of those people, the government should do to address those concerns, as well as report on the way in which the authorities handle the protest and on allegations of human rights violations committed in that context. Both functions are necessary to ensure a conducive environment to the enjoyment of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and are entitled of protection under international human rights law. The Russian government has wiped out two essential pieces that enable the exercise of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and contribute to the fight against impunity through accountability when human rights violations occur in the context of a protest. Consequently, the Russian government also risks losing touch with the general public and being seen as irrelevant and unresponsive.

Amnesty International has documented the situation of monitors, journalists and other media workers in the context of public assemblies in Russia over the years. This report places particular focus on events within two specific time frames: peaceful protests held in support of the Russian opposition figure Alexey Navalny, which took place in early 2021, and the peaceful anti-war protests which have taken place since the start of Russia’s full-scale military invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022. This document is based on desk research and interviews with 23 human rights defenders and media workers conducted in July-August 2021 and May-June 2022. This report does not aim to provide an exhaustive list of all cases of human rights violations committed against public assembly monitors and media workers within those time periods. Instead, by highlighting a wide selection of illustrative cases, this report demonstrates that those violations did not take place solely because of isolated abuses by individual officials but were rather part of a deliberate pattern manifested across the country. Within that overall pattern, we have identified certain types of violations which, if addressed through changes of legislation and practice as well as - where necessary – training in human rights standards delivered to relevant groups of decision makers and frontline staff, including the police force, could contribute to a greater enjoyment of human rights in Russia as well as the development of mutually productive channels of communication between civil society and the authorities.

---

\(^3\) See, for instance, Amnesty International, “Russia: No place for protest”, (previously cited)

\(^4\) See, for instance various reports by OVD-Info at [https://ovdinfo.org/](https://ovdinfo.org/)
1. REPRISALS AGAINST ASSEMBLY MONITORS

The role played by people monitoring public assemblies cannot be overestimated. Accurate, independent recording of the events and any human rights violations that might have taken place not only provides information for wider audiences but can also facilitate constructive discourse and accountability. As noted in the *Handbook on Monitoring Freedom of Peaceful Assembly* by the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), of which Russia is a member, information collected by monitors “may be used to inform public debate and serve as the basis for dialogue between state and local authorities, including law enforcement officials, and civil society”.

Monitoring public assemblies involves the observation of assemblies and the collection, verification, analysis and use of information to improve the protection and promotion of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. Such monitoring might involve observing not only during an assembly but also before and after the main event. For the purpose of this report we will, however, focus on violations of monitors’ rights during their work at public assemblies themselves.

Monitors are defined as “non-participant third party individuals or groups whose primary aim is to observe and record the actions and activities taking place at public assemblies.” Most often, such monitoring is carried out by human rights defenders and other civil society activists acting individually or in association. It could also be performed by national human rights institutions, international NGOs or intergovernmental organizations, for instance the OSCE or the Council of Europe, and others.

### 1.1 PROTECTION OF MONITORS UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND STANDARDS

Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly – the right to gather peacefully with other people and make their collective voice heard. Governments are required not only to respect this right by not interfering in the conduct of demonstrations, but also to put appropriate laws and procedures in place to facilitate the exercise of this right and allow people to protest.

The important role of monitors in ensuring the full enjoyment of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly is reflected in the strong protection international law and standards afford to monitors. First, there are the general guarantees of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly enshrined in Article 21 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and regional human rights instruments. Furthermore, article 19 of the ICCPR protects the right to freedom of expression, which comprises the right to seek, receive and
The obligation to protect those involved in monitoring, observing or reporting on public assemblies was clearly set forth by the UN Human Rights Committee in its General Comment 37. The Committee has noted that monitoring public assemblies is “a good practice for independent national human rights institutions and non-governmental organizations”, and set out a number of obligations for states in this context. For example, the Committee is clear in stating that monitors may not be prohibited from, or unduly limited in, exercising their functions, including with respect to monitoring the actions of law enforcement officials during an assembly or its dispersal. It is important to stress as well that the right to monitor an assembly is not ended if an assembly is declared unlawful or dispersed. Monitors may only be instructed to leave if their individual safety is at risk or unless, in exceptional circumstances, their continued physical presence would significantly hinder or obstruct law enforcement officers in carrying out their work. Even then, the authorities have an obligation to provide monitors with clear instructions and sufficient time to leave, and should be directed to a safe location from which they may continue to observe the events.

Other international human rights mechanisms have also expressly called on states to ensure the protection of people monitoring assemblies. For instance, the then UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights defenders urged states to “allow human rights defenders to operate freely in the context of freedom of assembly to enable them to perform their monitoring role”. The UN Special Rapporteurs have also highlighted states’ obligation to protect the rights of monitors and ensure they can perform their work safely and without fear of reprisals. This obligation includes “respecting and facilitating the right to observe and monitor all aspects of the assembly”. If a violation of monitors’ rights occurs, states have an obligation to investigate, prosecute the perpetrator and provide adequate remedy to the victim. These protections apply irrespective of whether the assembly is peaceful or not.

Reprisals against monitors for observing assemblies and other forms of harassment and intimidation are prohibited. Moreover, the authorities must not confiscate or damage their equipment. As stated by the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, attempts by the authorities to confiscate, damage or break the equipment in an attempt to silence the reporting of a protest should be considered a criminal offence. On the contrary, law enforcement officials policing assemblies must respect and ensure the exercise of human rights and protect monitors and observers from harm.

This protection extends not only to those who have been officially delegated to monitor and observe a protest but to everyone recording an assembly, including its participants. Everyone has the right to record assemblies, including the conduct of law enforcement officials. This includes the right to record an interaction in which the participant, monitor or observer is being recorded by a state agent (the right to “record back”). This right should be protected and, as noted by the UN Special Rapporteurs, “[c]onfirmation, seizure and/or destruction of notes and visual or audio recording equipment without due process should be prohibited and punished”.


13 General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 30 (previously cited).

14 General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 30 (previously cited).

15 General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 30 (previously cited).


18 Joint report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on the proper management of assemblies, A/HRC/31/66, 4 February 2016, para 70, available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/31/66

19 General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 30 (previously cited).


21 General comment No. 37 (UN Human Rights Committee, para 74 (previously cited).

22 Joint report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on the proper management of assemblies, para 71 (previously cited).
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1.2 LACK OF PROTECTION FOR MONITORS IN RUSSIAN LAW

In spite of clear obligations under international human rights law in relation to assembly monitors, it is clear that the Russian authorities routinely violate them during peaceful assemblies, both in practice and in law.

The Russian law “On Public Assemblies” does not contain a definition of a monitor nor does it regulate the monitoring of public assemblies, leaving a legislative gap that often contributes to or enables violations of monitors’ rights. Providing a clear legal definition of a monitor as an independent and impartial observer, defining their functions, and explicitly excluding monitors from legal restrictions placed on those participating in public assemblies could help protect monitors’ rights and ensure they are able to perform their important and legitimate role without obstruction and fear of reprisals.

A good starting point for that could be the Law “On the Framework of Civic Control in the Russian Federation”, which sets the main principles and ground rules for monitoring the activities of state and municipal bodies, organizations, and other entities that perform public functions. The law sets out the right of citizens to take part in such monitoring, both in their personal capacity and as members of NGOs and civic associations. Although the main bodies empowered to perform civic monitoring are the Civic Chambers and civic councils, quasi-independent civil society bodies from federal to municipal levels, the Law also provides for the establishment of civic monitoring groups and other organizational structures. Moreover, the law establishes that NGOs and civic associations have the right to organize civic monitoring, among other activities.

In the absence of safeguards for independent observers in Russian law, it is often the case that monitors and media workers are arbitrarily arrested and prosecuted for violations as participants in public assemblies, rather than acknowledged as persons who should be afforded special protection in their own right while carrying out their legitimate functions.

1.3 ARBITRARY ARRESTS AND DETENTION OF COMMITTEE AGAINST TORTURE STAFF MEMBERS

“Leaving your home on that day you did know that there would be an unauthorized public action in the streets, didn’t you?”

A judge in Nizhnii Novgorod, sentencing a public assembly monitor.

The Committee Against Torture (CAT) is a prominent Russian NGO with headquarters in Nizhnii Novgorod, Central Russia, and has representative offices in four other Russian regions. In January 2021, seven of its staff members were arbitrarily arrested, in some cases with unlawful use of force, while monitoring peaceful rallies in support of Aleksey Navalny. In at least three of the cases, the monitors were arrested while video recording arrests of peaceful protesters and it appears that it was precisely this activity that attracted the attention of law enforcement officers. Even though in all cases the human rights defenders clearly stated that they were monitors, it did not deter the police from arresting them under Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences (“Violation of the established order of organization or conducting of an assembly,” 24

27 Article 9(2) of the Federal Law “On the Framework of Civic Control in the Russian Federation” (previously cited)
29 Interview with a public assembly monitor, July 2021.
30 In June 2022, the NGO had to close down and started operating under the new name - Crew Against Torture - after being designated for the third time as a “foreign agent”.
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rally, demonstration, march or a picket”). All seven monitors were arbitrarily detained – from several hours to two days – after which all but one were either given a custodial sentence or heavily fined by courts. Their appeals were unsuccessful.

The arrests of these observers illustrate several key concerns that Amnesty has documented in many other cases: their detention as alleged participants in protests despite clear evidence of their monitoring role; procedural violations during their detentions, including denial of legal representation; and the apparent use of law enforcement agents who have not been adequately trained in the policing of assemblies.

The first to be arrested was Evgeniy Chilikov in Nizhnii Novgorod on 23 January 2021, during the first day of the protests in support of Aleksey Navalny. He was released after spending several hours in a police station and subsequently fined RUB 10,000 (EUR 114) on 4 March 2021 for violating Article 20.2(5) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“violation of the rules of organization or conducting a public assembly, rally, demonstration, march or picketing by a participant” [italics added]). On 12 May 2021, the appeal court upheld his sentence.

The other six CAT monitors were arrested in three different regions on 31 January 2021. Three CAT staff were arrested in Nizhnii Novgorod, including CAT’s then Chairman and a member of the Presidential Council for Human Rights, Igor Kaliapin (who was released without charge after spending several hours in a police station), Sergei Shunin and Yekaterina Vanslova.

Sergei Shunin was detained shortly after the beginning of the protest action on 31 January and, according to his own estimates, about 20 minutes after he had started monitoring the protest. A video of his detention clearly demonstrates that he had not provoked the police and that the assembly itself was peaceful. Sergei Shunin was standing around 3m to the left of a riot police line, peacefully recording their actions on his mobile phone when suddenly three officers ran towards him and dragged him away. The whole affair took no more than five seconds. As he was being arrested, Sergei Shunin also managed to video record his own detention. It is clear from the video that, contrary to the law, the police did not identify themselves nor explain the grounds for his arrest. Police officers did not have visible ID badges either.

Despite Sergei Shunin explaining to the police his role as a monitor, he was placed in an “avtozak” – a small police bus used for transportation of those detained at protest actions – and taken to Sormovsky District Police Station. The police drew up a report of an offence under Article 20.2 (6.1) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“participation in an unauthorized gathering leading to obstacles in functioning of transport or social infrastructure”) and placed him in a police cell together with eight other people also arrested at the protest. Sergei Shunin was released at around 10 pm on the same day on an undertaking to appear before court, after having been arbitrarily detained for nine hours.

On 5 April, the Sormovsky District Court found that Sergei Shunin had violated Article 20.2 (5) of the Code of Administrative Offences and fined him RUB 10,000 (EUR 114). Sergei Shunin’s explanation that he had

See, http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_34661/c77df52af28d8f95c192b9a0999a02356d2/

Subsequently referred to as “violation of the rules of public assemblies”
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attended the protest action as a human rights monitor, and which he wrote on the police report, was not taken into consideration. His lawyer’s remarks that Sergei Shunin had not participated in the protest and—contrary to the police report—had not carried any banners or slogans resulted only in the judge re-qualifying the “offence” rather than dismissing the case. The hearing was conducted in absentia despite the defence lawyer’s request to have it postponed due to Sergei Shunin’s participation in another court case that same day. On 11 August, the Nizhnii Novgorod Regional court upheld the lower court’s decision.

Yekaterina Vanslova was also documenting the arrest of peaceful protesters when she was herself detained by the police. She told Amnesty International that her detention followed shortly after she had started to video record human rights violations without trying to be discreet, closely approaching the arresting police officers and asking protesters why they were being detained. According to Yekaterina Vanslova, the riot police officers who detained her did not have identity badges nor did they introduce themselves or state the grounds for the arrest. She was taken to a police bus where, together with other detainees, she had to wait for around 40 minutes until the bus was full. Only then they were driven to a police station.

In an interview with Amnesty International,35 and as shown in a video interview issued by CAT,36 Yekaterina Vanslova described how police at the station had tried to forcibly fingerprint detainees (in contravention to Russian law)37 and make them take Covid-19 tests, and were reluctant to register all the detainees properly. As in the case of Sergei Shunin, the police drew a report of an offence for “obstructing transport or social infrastructure” despite the fact that Yekaterina Vanslova had been detained in a pedestrian zone which had been cordoned off by the police and did not obstruct traffic. She was then held overnight in a “spetspriyomnik” – a special detention facility for those detained under administrative law – in inhuman and degrading conditions. According to Vanslova, her cell was cold, infested with insects and had no ventilation.

“We shared our cell with some insects, most probably bedbugs. I had around 12 insect bites which later resulted in a strong skin irritation. The cell was cold, and we had to sleep in winter coats and boots on. There was no hot water, and the drinking water was of brown colour. The toilet was partitioned from the rest of the cell by a short divider and there was a CCTV camera above the toilet.”

Yekaterina Vanslova, CAT lawyer38

On 1 February 2021, the Moskovsky District Court of Nizhnii Novgorod ruled that Yekaterina Vanslova had violated Article 20.2(5) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“violation of the rules of public assemblies”) and imposed a fine of RUB 10,000 (EUR 114). While the court allowed questioning of one of the defence witnesses, it rejected other requests by the defence lawyer, including to question the arresting officers. On 18 March, the Nizhnii Novgorod Regional Court upheld the sentence.

Notably, the court did not recognize that Yekaterina Vanslova had been performing monitoring functions rather than participating in a protest. Referring to the Law “On Public Assemblies”,39 the judge stated, somewhat tautologically, that “a participant of a public event is any person who is participating in that public event and qualification of a person as a participant does not depend on how actively this person was

---

36 See, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urzxi1841tw
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performing actions within this public event”. The judge then argued that Yekaterina Vanslova had “participated in an unauthorized event … as part of a group of 500 people”.

The law “On Public Assemblies” does not provide an explicit definition of what constitutes “participation” in a public event and, judging by the list of those who could potentially take part in a public assembly, as mentioned in Article 6(1), it might follow that even bystanders could be qualified as an assembly participant—something that, indeed, does routinely happen in Russia. The Russian Supreme Court Plenary attempted to at least partially close this gap in one of its rulings, stating that a “[p]articipant of a public assembly … is a citizen, including a member of a political party, member or participant of other public association, religious association, who voluntarily takes part in such event and exercises their rights provided for by Article 6(2) of the Law”43—for instance, participating in a discussion and adoption of decisions, using various symbols and other means of public expression of collective or individual opinion”. It becomes clear then that the judge failed to apply this definition to Yekaterina Vanslova’s case, as otherwise it would have implied that she could not be qualified as a “participant” and thus, should have not been sentenced. Yekaterina Vanslova’s sentence is further evidence of the overly-broad and vague application of the Law “On Public Assemblies”, which fails to explicitly define the status of a public assembly monitor as that of a neutral observer, as opposed to a “participant”, having rights and obligations in line with the relevant international human rights standards.

While the court referred to the Russian Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), these references appeared to be used as mere formalities.42 The lack of references to the ICCPR or other UN documents, including the General Comment 37 by the UN Human Rights Committee, showcases the lack of adequate training of judicial authorities in international human rights law and their flaws in upholding Russia’s obligations under international law.

Three other staff members of the CAT were monitoring the protest in Orenburg, south-west Russia, on 31 January 2021. Among other things, they noted that arrests of protesters were mainly conducted by heavily built masked men in civilian clothes. CAT monitors also noticed that these men did not introduce themselves nor explained the grounds for the arrests and handled detainees violently.44 Soon after, one of the CAT’s monitors, Timur Rakhmatulin, was himself grabbed by two of the unidentified men while filming the arrest of

 incorporate images, tables, or charts

Timur Rakhmatulin in front of a police cordon preparing to monitor the protest action on 31 January 2021.

© Private archive

ARBITRARY ARREST AND DETENTION OF TIMUR RAKHMATULIN

Three other staff members of the CAT were monitoring the protest in Orenburg, south-west Russia, on 31 January 2021. Among other things, they noted that arrests of protesters were mainly conducted by heavily built masked men in civilian clothes. CAT monitors also noticed that these men did not introduce themselves nor explained the grounds for the arrests and handled detainees violently. Soon after, one of the CAT’s monitors, Timur Rakhmatulin, was himself grabbed by two of the unidentified men while filming the arrest of

42 Decision of the Nizhni Novgorod Regional Court of 18 March 2021, on file with Amnesty International
43 Italics added by Amnesty International
45 For instance, the court correctly noted that the rights to freedom of expression and assembly (Articles 10 and 11 of the ECHR) could be subject to restrictions which must be prescribed by law, necessary in a democratic society and have a legitimate aim. However, together with the “restrictions” it also mentioned some vague “formalities, conditions … or sanctions”. More importantly, it did not refer to or analyze the wealth of European Court of Human Rights case law establishing, including in the cases brought against Russia, when such restrictions do not meet the strict three-part test provided for by the Convention.
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a peaceful protester – also carried out by the men in civilian clothes.45 Timur Rakhmatulin believes that he was arrested precisely because he was filming another person being arrested at close quarters. Timur Rakhmatulin told Amnesty International how one of the men who was arresting him had told him to “keep on moving or else it will hurt”.46 He was taken to a police bus and forcibly pushed inside.

“I asked them to introduce themselves and explain why they were using force against me. I dug my feet in [to avoid getting into the police bus], following which the plain clothes man on my right punched me in the groin. It was so severe I screamed in pain.”

Timur Rakhmatulin about circumstances of his arrest

According to Timur Rakhmatulin, uniformed police officers who were also in attendance saw the way in which he was beaten but did not interfere. As some police officers later confirmed48, plain clothes men carrying out arrests during the protest were members of law enforcement agencies. After the human rights defender had been forcibly pushed inside the police bus, he tried to find out from the two uniformed police officers who were there whether he was under arrest. However, they did not give him a definitive answer and only said: “You will have all the explanations at the police station”. As the police would not confirm his official status, Timur Rakhmatulin then simply left the bus via the back door. However, in about 20 meters, he was again grabbed by one of the men in civilian clothes and forcibly dragged back to the bus. The man again refused to introduce himself or explain the reasons for the arrest. He threw Timur Rakhmatulin to the ground near the bus and only then did a uniformed police officer officially confirm his arrest. Timur Rakhmatulin obeyed the police orders and got into the police bus.

Timur Rakhmatulin recalls how while he and the other detainees were still in the police bus, police officers had written down their names and the descriptions of their clothes which were then passed on to the police station. When they arrived at the Orenburgskoye Police Station, the police simply used this information for the report forms. Timur Rakhmatulin noticed that, in violation of the law49, some of the sections in the report forms had already been pre-filled. For instance, even before the detainees had been interviewed, there were typed entries stating that they did not have any comments or objections regarding their treatment in detention and that no personal belongings had been confiscated, which was not true. The reports had already been signed by two “witnesses”, which is also a violation of Russian law. According to Timur Rakhmatulin, the police were filling in the records “like a conveyor belt”. His lawful request to allow him to write down his objections in the report form and correct those parts that had already been filled in without his knowledge was rejected, and the police took the form away without allowing him to sign or correct it.

According to Timur Rakhmatulin, several procedural records were drawn up in violation of the law. For instance, his detention record was drawn up at 9:56 pm, almost nine hours after his actual detention at around 1:05 pm. There was no search record when his mobile phone was confiscated, contrary to the established procedure. The police officer who confiscated his phone also insisted that Timur Rakhmatulin be fingerprinted and photographed for the police database but he refused. Following this, the police officer ordered that Timur Rakhmatulin be placed in a cage 80 cm wide and 130 cm long, where he spent around 40 minutes. He was then taken for questioning but was initially denied access to his lawyer who, at that time, was already at the police station but was not allowed in.

The police drafted a report of violations under Article 19.3(1) (“Failure to obey police orders”) and Article 20.2(5) of the Code of Administrative Offences and told him that he would be detained for 48 hours in a special detention centre. He was taken there after 10 pm when the police had finished all the paperwork.

On 2 February 2021, the Orenburg Leninsky District Court dismissed the case against Timur Rakhmatulin under Article 19.3(1), and postponed the hearing under Article 20.2(5). The court, in particular, pointed out that according to a video recording of the event, Timur Rakhmatulin had been arrested by men in civilian clothes, and it was not clear from the recording that the police officers had issued him an order which Timur Rakhmatulin allegedly failed to obey. The police appealed this decision, but it was upheld by the Orenburg Regional Court on 14 April 2021. 50

During the court hearing, it transpired that plain clothes law enforcement officers from special unit forces known as Grom (“Thunder”), usually deployed to arrest people deemed to be “dangerous” and conduct special operations against people suspected of selling drugs, were deployed at the public assembly on 31 January 2021. When asked about the role the unit was supposed to play, its representative told the court that they had received information that drugs would be distributed at the public assembly. He denied that he

48 During a court hearing of the administrative case against Timur Rakhmatulin. See more about it below.
50 Decision of the Orenburg Regional Court of 14 April 2021, on file with Amnesty International.
or his subordinates had detained Timur Rakhmatulin but confirmed that those who had detained him were also law enforcement officers.\footnote{Timur Rakhmatulin, interview with Amnesty International, 23 July 2021. Also, see his account of the hearing at: https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1780091650364711&set=a.171676946795390.}

International human rights law and standards provide clear guidelines on the policing of assemblies. The UN Human Rights Committee has affirmed\textit{ inter alia} the police obligation to respect and ensure the rights of organizers and participants of peaceful assemblies, while also protecting journalists, monitors and observers from harm. Police should generally manage assemblies without using force; any use of force should be an exception.\footnote{Human Right Council, Joint report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on the proper management of assemblies, A/HRC/31/66, 2016, para. 57.} The use of force, including in assemblies, is governed by the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials.\footnote{UN, Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, 1990, Principle 4: “Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent means before resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other means remain ineffective or without any promise of achieving the intended result.”} Force may only be used if any other means are ineffective or without any promise of achieving the intended result.\footnote{General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 74, 79-80 (previously cited).} The Human Rights Committee has further clarified that law enforcement officials policing assemblies must not use force greater than it is proportionate to the legitimate objective, including during arrests, and has urged states to only deploy law enforcement officials who have been trained in the policing of assemblies, including on the relevant human rights standards.\footnote{General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 92 (previously cited).} Furthermore, the Committee has established that any deployment of plain-clothed officers in assemblies must be strictly necessary in the circumstances and such officers must never incite violence.

According to the Committee, plain-clothed officers must identify themselves to the persons concerned before conducting a search, making an arrest or resorting to any use of force.\footnote{The Investigative Committee is a stand-alone government agency that investigates serious crimes. See https://pytkam.net/v-orenburga-ne-stali-vozvuzdalet-dela-po-zhalobam-na-nezakonne-nasilie-na-protestnoj-aktivnosti/7bc4d1296c30f3659b910814c4d4400c.} None of these standards were complied with during the peaceful assembly in Orenburg and during Timur Rakhmatulin’s arrest.

On 10 February 2021, Timur Rakhmatulin and his colleagues submitted a complaint against the law enforcement officers’ actions during his arrest and detention. However, on 12 March 2021, the Investigative Committee refused to investigate their complaint, and they only received a copy of the refusal on 15 April 2021.\footnote{The decision to refuse initiation of a criminal case of 12 May 2021, on file with Amnesty International.} They appealed the decision but received a further refusal.\footnote{The Investigative Committee is a stand-alone government agency that investigates serious crimes. See https://pytkam.net/v-orenburga-ne-stali-vozvuzdalet-dela-po-zhalobam-na-nezakonne-nasilie-na-protestnoj-aktivnosti/7bc4d1296c30f3659b910814c4d4400c.} At the time of writing they were continuing to seek justice.\footnote{Timur Rakhmatulin, CAT concluding observations, 23 July 2021, paragraph 22.}

On 31 March 2021, the Leninsky District Court in Orenburg ruled that Timur Rakhmatulin had violated Article 20.2 (5) of the Code of Administrative Offences and issued a RUB 10,000 (EUR 114) fine. In its formal ruling on the case issued on 2 April 2021, the judge rejected the defence arguments that Timur Rakhmatulin was not a participant but a human rights monitor. As in the case of Yekaterina Vanslova above, the judge referred to Article 6 (1) of the Law “On Public Assemblies” which lists categories of people participating in a public assembly. The judge stated, on the basis of this list, that “the law does not provide for such definition as a human rights defender as a public assembly”, indicating that the court considered anyone present at the site of a public assembly as a participant in it.\footnote{General comment No. 37, UN Human Rights Committee, para 92 (previously cited).} Furthermore, the judge fully accepted the police statements despite the fact that they clearly contradicted the video recordings, and dismissed the defence witnesses’ statements and other arguments put forward by Timur Rakhmatulin’s defence. On 18 May, the Orenburg Regional Court upheld the lower court’s ruling.

\textit{“I was monitoring [a public action], was performing my civic duty but was prosecuted [for that].”}

Timur Rakhmatulin, CAT lawyer.\footnote{Timur Rakhmatulin, interview with Amnesty International, 23 July 2021. RUSSIA: “YOU WILL BE ARRESTED ANYWAY”: REPRISALS AGAINST MONGERS AND MEDIA WORKERS REPORTING FROM PROTESTS}
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Reprisals against monitors and media workers reporting from protests

Amnesty International

CAT members Magomed Alamov and Konstantin Gusev were monitoring the peaceful protest in Pyatigorsk, southern Russia, on 31 January 2021. They told Amnesty International that day there was a heavy police presence in and around the main square in front of the City Administration and metal barriers had been installed around the square preventing people from going through. They did not see too many protesters when they began monitoring the protest and noted that protesters were acting peacefully, mostly just walking or standing around in a nearby park. The protesters did not chant any slogans nor hold any banners. Nevertheless, the police swiftly started randomly arresting people – both protesters and bystanders. CAT monitors witnessed 11 arrests out of the around 40 people who were arrested that day.

According to Magomed Alamov, when he and his colleague were going to cross the street and had to go through the police lines which were on both sides of the path, they were called over by a uniformed police officer who was standing together with two men in plain clothes. The monitors, who had earlier presented their IDs to another police officer and told him about their monitoring role, introduced themselves as staff members of CAT and once more explained that they were monitoring the peaceful protest as “neutral observers”. Despite this, they were arrested after having monitored the assembly for less than an hour. They were first taken to the City Administration, then to a police bus parked in the Administration’s backyard, where together with others that were detained that day, they spent around an hour until the police bus was full. Only then were they taken to a police station.

Upon their arrival, the monitors noticed that the official police reports wrongly stated the time of their arrest and arrival at the police station. The reports themselves were drawn up only at 10 pm on that day. The monitors’ requests to correct the record were rejected. All those arrested during the protest and held in the police station were not given any food or water for over ten hours and were made to stand along the corridor’s wall, prohibited from leaning against it or even squatting.

“[T]here was a retired National Guard colonel [among those arrested] who demanded that he was treated with respect. In response, a masked police officer took him away to a corner and made him stand by the wall with his legs wide apart.”

Magomed Alamov, CAT lawyer.

After midnight, when the official papers were filled in, Magomed Alamov remained at this police station while Konstantin Gusev together with nine other people was put in a small police van, intended only for four people, and driven to police stations in other locations. Both CAT staff complained about inhuman and
degrading conditions in police cells. Konstantin Gusev noticed that “at least the police officers were nice and polite” in the police station he was taken to.66

On 1 February, they were both sentenced to 10 days of administrative detention by the Pyatigorsk City Court under Art. 20.2.2 (1) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“Organization of, calls to, or participation in a mass simultaneous gathering of people”). The court refused both men legal representation. For instance, the judge told Magomed Alamov that since he did not have his own mobile phone on him to call his lawyer, it was “not the court’s responsibility to provide a lawyer”.67 They were not allowed to call witnesses either.

“The court hearings were like a conveyor belt. Everything was happening very quickly. Each hearing took no more than three to five minutes.”

Konstantin Gusev, CAT lawyer

Both human rights defenders were asked whether they admitted committing the administrative offence they were accused of. Both replied that, as part of a human rights organization, they were just carrying out their human rights work and were monitoring the protest and how it had been policed. From the judge’s response, it appeared that he did not understand the concept of human rights monitoring. For instance, he reportedly told Konstantin Gusev that “one cannot do monitoring on behalf of a civil society organization”.69 Since neither of the men were willing to admit their guilt in an offence they rejected committing, they were given 10 days of administrative detention. According to Konstantin Gusev, those who admitted the offence were either given a day in administrative detention – the time that the majority would have already spent in a police station – or a fine.

Magomed Alamov and Konstantin Gusev were released on 10 February having spent their full sentence in a special detention facility in the town of Mineralnye Vody. On 11 February, the Stavropol Territory Court rejected their appeals.70

1.4 ARBITRARY ARRESTS AND DETENTION OF OGON MEMBERS

“Despite lawful police demands …continued to be among the participants of the event, [thus] showing solidarity with them.”

From an Appeal court ruling in one of the monitor’s cases71

The United Group of Public Control (or OGON in its Russian abbreviation) was set up on 9 May 2012 as a public assembly watchdog. The organization was formed three days after the momentous Moscow Bolotnaya Square protest against the return of Vladimir Putin to the presidency, which resulted in administrative and criminal charges brought against dozens of peaceful protesters.72 According to the Group’s Coordinator, Nikolay Kretov, such a public initiative was needed because at that time “there were no independent sources who could document what happened [during a public assembly]...and provide an assessment from the point of law.”73

Before undertaking any observation activities, OGON’s volunteers received trainings on human rights standards and OGON’s own principles. They were also trained on how to observe public assemblies, interact with police and other relevant matters. A refresher briefing was conducted each time before people were sent to monitor assemblies to ensure that OGON principles, including those of political neutrality, adherence

66 He was detained in the Essentukiyskaya stanitsa police station.
67 Interview with Magomed Alamov, 19 August 2021, on file with Amnesty International.
68 Interview with Konstantin Gusev, 19 August 2021, on file with Amnesty International.
69 Interview with Konstantin Gusev, 19 August 2021, on file with Amnesty International.
70 See, for instance, https://t.me/apologia/3459
71 Ruling by the Supreme Court of the Republic of Komi, 7 April 2021, on file with Amnesty International
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to law and non-discrimination, were being observed. As part of their activities, OGON routinely notified the authorities when they were planning to monitor a protest. For instance, in various protests in Moscow they notified the Moscow City Main Directorate for the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the office of the National Guard (Rosgvardia) if the latter were also going to police a rally, providing the full list of observers and their contact details. A copy of this notification and a copy of the reply from the police – if such reply was received in time – would be given to each group that could be shown to police officers at the public assembly if they had any questions. Amnesty International has seen some such replies from the Moscow police acknowledging OGON’s role and thanking them for their “active citizenship position in the issues of guarding public order”. During public assemblies, OGON observers wore visible white vests aimed to signal their neutral status and prevent their arrests.

Following the monitoring, OGON would publicise their observations together with a set of recommendations and would share them with the relevant authorities, including the police. According to Nikolay Kretov, OGON developed good working relations and until 2021 had a regular dialogue with the Moscow’s Ministry of the Interior. However, it appears that since 2021 the Ministry of the Interior and the National Guard have been less willing to engage with OGON, leading even to the arrest of two of its members – Yuri Kuzin and Sergei Sokolov – on 31 January in Moscow.

**ARBITRARY ARREST AND DETENTION OF YURI KUZIN AND SERGEI SOKOLOV**

The protest of 31 January was the third instance of monitoring public assemblies for both Yuri Kuzin and Sergei Sokolov and the first time they were arrested as observers. They were part of the same monitoring group and, at the time of their arrest, were filming how the riot police cordon was preventing people from leaving and how people were being randomly arrested.\(^\text{74}\) Both observers told Amnesty International that not long before their arrest, a police officer had approached them to ask who they were and what they were doing there. They explained their monitoring mission and the officer went away.\(^\text{75}\) Yuri Kuzin described how, when they started documenting arrests, he was dragged by riot police officers to a police bus.\(^\text{76}\) Yuri Kuzin asked the officers to identify themselves and explain the reason for his arrest but received no answer. Yuri Kuzin was wearing his OGON vest, was not chanting any slogans, and followed the OGON code of conduct for observers, but was nevertheless arrested.

Sergei Sokolov started to film his colleague’s arrest but then was himself arrested.\(^\text{77}\)

> “A man in plain clothes approached me, grabbed me by the neck, pushed me at the OMON [riot police] officers, they grabbed me, kicked me in my legs and pushed me into the [police] bus.”

Sergei Sokolov, OGON observer\(^\text{76}\)

\(^{74}\) See their activities and arbitrary arrests by the OMON, for instance, in the RusNews journalist Sergei Kuok’s stream, starting from 2:00:40 until 2:44:35 at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k66_EtIghlQ , accessed on 06 August 2021.

\(^{75}\) See Sergei Kuok’s stream at 2:14:29 until his short interview with the monitors at 2:15:27 (previously cited).

\(^{76}\) Yuri Kuzin, interview with Amnesty International, 27 July 2021. See also the moment of his arrest at 2:44:05, 30 minutes after they had been asked for their IDs by an OMON officer, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k66_EtIghlQ , accessed on 06 August 2021.

\(^{77}\) Yuri Kuzin, interview with Amnesty International, 27 July 2021. See also the moment of his arrest at 2:44:05, 30 minutes after they had been asked for their IDs by an OMON officer, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k66_EtIghlQ , accessed on 06 August 2021.
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According to the two observers, after several more people had been detained, the bus started moving and stopped along the way to pick up more detainees.

“The bus was filled with random bystanders. One [of the detainees] was a man who was coming back home from a shop with a bag of food and a receipt.”

Yuri Kuzin, OVD-Info observer.80

Sergei Sokolov and Yuri Kuzin described how they were arrested after 2 pm but only taken to the police station in Kuzminskiy District, some 17 km away, at 3.50 pm. At the police station, police officers drafted identical reports of arrests for all detainees with the wrong time, place and circumstances of detention. For instance, according to Sergei Sokolov’s report, the time of arrest was 3.45 pm and the time of arrival at the police station was 4.20 pm. Although both men were arrested near the Monument to the Victims of Political Repression,81 the police report cited Gavrikova Street, 2/38 as the place of their arrest, which is some 2.5 km away. Sergei Sokolov explained: “The record of administrative arrest stated that I had been arrested in Gavrikova street, 2/38 and that allegedly I had been shouting slogans “Putin is a thief!” and “Putin, go away!” I did not shout anything like that, and neither was I in Gavrikova Street.”

While the actual arrests had been carried out by riot police officers, the arrest reports were drawn up by two police officers who, according to the OGN observers, they had never met.

When their lawyer arrived at the police station, the police invoked the so called “Plan Fortress” regime – a protocol usually triggered by a threat of an armed attack on a police station whereby all entrances and exits to the station are closed and the staff must take defensive positions.82 Since at least 2017, the “Plan Fortress” protocol has routinely been enacted after mass arrests during protests to block access of lawyers to those detained in the police station.83 As a result of the implementation of the protocol on 31 January, lawyers were again denied access. Yuri Kuzin and Sergei Sokolov, as well as others who were detained that day, were unlawfully deprived of their right to legal representation.

Both OGN monitors insisted to the police that they would provide written statements only in the presence of their lawyers. In response, both were detained at the police station overnight in inhuman and degrading conditions84 and only taken to the Kuzminskiy District Court the next day at 11 am. There, they had to wait until 8 pm for the hearing to begin. However, the hearing was adjourned only after it started because the police had failed to provide the originals of some documents. Even though the police could have released Yuri Kuzin and Sergei Sokolov with an undertaking to attend the court hearing, they were held in the police station until 11am the next morning when they were again brought to court. Thus, the time they spent in police detention exceeded the maximum time allowed to hold a person without charges (48 hours).85 At the court, they had to wait for the hearing again, this time until 6 pm, without being given food or water.

The Kuzminskiy District Court rejected various requests by Sergei Sokolov and Yuri Kuzin to sustain their defence, including to present the video recording of their arrest, to call witnesses and to question the police officers who had drawn up inaccurate or false reports about the accusations against them.86 The court found both men in violation of Article 20.2 (6.1) of the Code of Administrative Offences and sentenced them to four days in detention. The monitors then had to wait until around 11 pm for all the necessary papers to be processed before they were taken back to the police station.

They were there until at least 5 am of the next morning, after which they were driven over 80 km to the Temporary Detention Centre for Migrants in Sakharovo, Moscow region. This facility was used at the time to keep hundreds of people sentenced to administrative detention for participating in the January 2021 protests because the existing detention centres in Moscow were overwhelmed due to arbitrary mass arrests. It came to be synonymous with inhuman and degrading detention conditions. Yuri Kuzin and Sergei Sokolov’s appeals at the Moscow City Court on 4 February were unsuccessful. They were released on the same day.

80 Yuri Kuzin, interview with Amnesty International, 27 July 2021
81 See for instance, chronicles of the use of “Fortress” plan at: https://krepost-cronicies.ovdinfo.org/ On 9 April 2021, Russian human rights monitoring group OVD-Info passed almost 142,000 signatures collected against the use of “Fortress” plan to unlawfully block lawyers’ access to their clients to the office of the Russian Human Rights Ombudsman Tatiana Moskalukova. See at: https://www.dw.com/ru/podpis-protiv-plana-krepost-peredal-v-ofis-moskalukova/a-57146396
82 For instance, the observers told Amnesty International, that they were not given any mattresses or bedding and had to sleep on a bare plank on the floor, covered by their own coats. The cell was cold. The window would not open and there was no ventilation. The detainees’ requests to be taken to a shower were disregarded and they were not given any personal hygiene items. There was no toilet in the cell and the detainees had to persistently knock on the door to be let out. Throughout their detention no hot food was provided. The food that was provided was in small quantity and of poor quality.
83 See Article 27.5 of the Code of Administrative Offences, at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_34661/21f9d4d0380d3a98695ce7153d728bb6614c01/
84 Such approach was and continues to be typical of trials of peaceful protesters.
having served their administrative detention in full, and had to find their own way back to Sakharovo to collect their belongings, including passports, money, and keys.

Despite this experience, both Sergei Sokolov and Yuri Kuzin told Amnesty International that they did not regret taking part in monitoring the protests.

“I was truly impressed with the powerful support I received from OGON. Nothing compares to this feeling of belonging to the great human brotherhood. Being behind bars and knowing that somewhere out there, there are people who support you – this can’t be compared to anything.”

Yuri Kuzin, OGON observer.84

Another OGON observer, Vyacheslav Slyusarev, was prosecuted in Syktyvkar, the Republic of Komi in the north of Russia, in connection with his monitoring of a protest action on 23 January. Vyacheslav is an experienced observer who has been engaged in this field since at least 2011 and has been monitoring public assemblies since at least 2017. He told Amnesty International that, as part of the usual routine before monitoring assemblies, he and his colleagues would inform the police in advance about their planned activities, then arrive 15-30 minutes before the start of a public demonstration, approach the police officers to introduce themselves and clearly state their role as monitors.85 Vyacheslav Slyusarev did the same on 23 January 2021 and, like his colleagues in Moscow, he was wearing the white OGON observer vest and a badge to make clear that he was an observer and not one of the participants.86

Like in other Russian towns and cities that day, the protest in Syktyvkar was peaceful and, according to some estimates, attended by at least 1,200 people.87 While only a handful of people were arrested during the protest in Syktyvkar,88 most arrests took place in the days that followed.89 According to Vyacheslav Slyusarev, the police used photos, videos and streams of journalists and bloggers to identify and target for arrest those who were at the protest.

“It appears that the police’s task was not simply to ensure law and order during the protest action but also to come after each and every one who went to that action. This is not policing; this is a crackdown on dissent.”

Vyacheslav Slyusarev, OGON observer.90

Vyacheslav Slyusarev told Amnesty International that for several days before his arrest the police had parked a patrol car outside his house. Someone, presumably the police, also rang his bell several times but he did not open the door. On 9 February 2021, when leaving his flat at around 3 pm, he was approached by a man waiting for him immediately outside the door.

“I opened my door and there was a man in civilian clothes, waiting for me with a summons to appear at the police station. He must have been waiting there since the early morning.”

Vyacheslav Slyusarev, OGON observer.91

At the police station, Vyacheslav Slyusarev explained that he had not participated in the 23 January action and that he had only carried out human rights monitoring. Nevertheless, he was charged under Article 20.2 (5) of the Code of Administrative Offences and fined RUB 10,000 (EUR 114) on 15 February by the Syktyvkar City Court. In the ruling issued on 16 February, the court rejected Vyacheslav Slyusarev’s arguments about his monitoring role claiming that “having a vest and a badge is not a lawful reason to be at public assembly in the absence of other evidence justifying his status and that he was carrying on a task of the United Group (OGON). Otherwise, it would mean that any participant of a public assembly could identify themselves with some insignia to legitimise his presence at an unauthorised public assembly which could not be ground for being exempt from liability.”90

Commenting on this decision later to the online media outlet 7x7, Vyacheslav Slyusarev noted that “everything was down to the need for me to have some official status, to distinguish me as a third party

84 Yuri Kuzin, interview with Amnesty International, 27 July 2021
86 See, for instance here, starting from 48:08 and 1:04:06 at: https://vk.com/video-141304627_d5b239434?;firdwz=6AR3BpdEf1UCnOxGPqzRqKtT5iu2-NcXpJx5RLf7MNwToaCru
87 See, for instance here: https://7x7-journal.ru/articles/2021/01/23/my-zydes-vlast-kak-proshli-akci-v-podderzhki-navalnogo-v-regionah
88 See, for instance here: https://7x7-journal.ru/articles/2021/01/23/my-zydes-vlast-kak-proshli-akci-v-podderzhki-navalnogo-v-regionah
93 Decision of the Syktyvkar City Court of 16 February. On file with Amnesty International.
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from the participants and the passers-by. However, the court could not explain how a protester’s status is different from a passer-by’s status and how the police identify who is who and in what status they are [at the public assembly]." 96 The court used the stream of a 7x7 journalist from the demonstration as one piece of “evidence” of Vyacheslav Slyusarev’s alleged participation in the protest. However, it is very clear from the monitor’s comments to the journalist that he was there as an independent observer. 96 According to Vyacheslav Slyusarev, the court also disregarded his references to international law and Russia’s own legislation including the law “On civic control” (see section 2.2 above).

On 7 April 2021, the Komi Republic’s Supreme Court upheld this decision. Once again, like in the cases of other monitors arrested for their role observing protests, the court referred to Article 6(1) of the law “On Public Assemblies” which simply states who can take part in a public event, rather than defining what participation actually consists of. It ruled that “despite lawful police demands, Vyacheslav Slyusarev continued to be among the participants of the event, [thus] showing solidarity with them.” It then concluded that this amounted to evidence of his “belonging to the participants of an unauthorised public event and a culpable, intentional violation of Article 6 (3) (1)”. 97 It is important to note that in substantiating this decision, the appeal court extensively referred to Articles 10 and 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights and several judgments of the European Court of Human Rights, however misinterpreting their provisions. Despite this setback and the ongoing crackdown on dissent, Vyacheslav Slyusarev remains committed to continuing his fight for justice.

“I believe in change, no matter what. It will come.” 98

Vyacheslav Slyusarev, OGON observer.

95 See at: https://7x7-journal.ru/news/2021/02/15/v-komi-sud-oshtrafoval-na-10-tyyach-obshestvennogo-nablyudatelya-za-otsutstvie-udostovereniya-na-nesoglasovannoj-akcii?fbclid=IwAR1oybkA1xyYnFt6DQa1A2xX31WId4sV1DwRWrYGyRYZ-dHUPAdErRw

96 See here, from 48:06 to 48:37 and from 1:04:06 to 1:06:07 at: https://vk.com/video-114304627_456239432?fbclid=IwAR3BPydEUUYbCpHeO5DrpgoWqj6Ta6z5-NoOXPwSRrIf57M1X0acNlU

97 Appeal court decision of 7 April, on file with Amnesty International
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2. REPRISALS AGAINST JOURNALISTS AND OTHER MEDIA WORKERS

Journalism has become a dangerous profession, particularly when it challenges structures of powers and evidences human rights violations. In Russia, many media workers have lost their lives, been brutally attacked, received death threats or had criminal cases fabricated against them. In recent years, journalists and other media workers have faced a new dimension of risk after new legislation branded independent media and individual journalists who receive any amount of funding from abroad as “foreign agents”, creating humiliating self-labelling and onerous reporting obligations, placing restrictions on their activities, and imposing sanctions for non-compliance.

The increasing reprisals against the political opposition, government critics and anyone expressing any form of dissent, as well as the almost total crushing of people’s ability to speak out freely or peacefully demonstrate, has also led to increased reprisals against independent media, journalists, bloggers and other media workers reporting about protests. They have been routinely subjected to intimidation, threats and harassment before, during and after the protests took place, while dozens of media workers have been targeted under administrative proceedings and many more were subjected to unlawful use of force by law enforcement officials simply for doing their job. Furthermore, in an attempt to limit the dissemination of, or distort information about, peaceful protests, including the number of participants, their goals and messages, the Russian authorities have introduced a number of legislative provisions severely restricting the right to freedom of expression, including the right to seek, impart and receive information, which have directly increased the risks faced by journalists and further limit their ability to report on public assemblies.

The clampdown on journalists and other media workers reporting on protests became especially severe in connection with public actions carried out in support of Aleksey Navalny and in the run up to parliamentary elections in 2021 and escalated further in respect to protests against Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. The current situation is a far cry from Russia’s obligations under international human rights law.


100 See, for instance, some figures and cases here: https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/russian-federation and here: https://www.mediaconflicts.org/base/


As of 7 October 2022, there are 186 entries in the register of the “media-foreign agents” listed by the Russian Ministry of Justice, including 134 individuals (journalists, HRDs, activists and opinion leaders) and 28 media. Some journalists were also included into the list of “individuals-foreign agents”. See at: https://gogov.ru/articles/insignity-21apr22.
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2.1 PROTECTION OF JOURNALISTS AND OTHER MEDIA WORKERS COVERING PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

As noted by the UN Human Rights Committee in its General Comment 34, a free, uncensored and unhindered press or other media is essential to ensure the rights to freedom of opinion and expression and the enjoyment of other rights. Under international human rights law, States have an obligation to ensure the media is able to comment on public issues without censorship or restraint and to inform public opinion. The public also has a corresponding right to seek and receive information from the media. While the right to freedom of expression may be restricted in certain limited circumstances under international law, penalizing media outlets, publishers or journalists solely for their criticism of the government or their policies can never be considered to be a necessary restriction of this right.

As in the case with those monitoring public assemblies, international human rights bodies recognise the particularly important function journalists play in the full realisation of the right to peaceful assembly when reporting on such gatherings. In its General Comment 37, the UN Human Rights Committee reiterated the protected status of journalists under the ICCPR and the obligations states have not to unduly limit or prohibit them from exercising these functions, including with respect to monitoring the actions of law enforcement officials. According to the Committee, journalists must not face reprisals or other forms of harassment, and their equipment must not be confiscated or damaged. Journalists, as well as monitors and those taking part in public assemblies, have the right to record law enforcement actions.

Law enforcement officials involved in policing assemblies have a particular role in protecting journalists from harm. Law enforcement officials must comply with international standards and best practice on policing assemblies and states must ensure that only those who have been trained, including in the relevant human rights standards, should be deployed for that purpose. The state also has an obligation to investigate effectively any allegation of unlawful use of force or other violations committed by law enforcement officials in the context of assemblies, ensuring accountability of perpetrators and effective remedies to victims.

The European Court of Human Rights has also established that imparting information and ideas on matters of public interest is incumbent on the press, which undoubtedly includes reporting on opposition gatherings and demonstrations. Otherwise, according to the Court, the press would be unable to play its vital role of “public watchdog”. In this regard, the Court noted that “the physical ill-treatment by State agents of journalists while the latter are performing their professional duties seriously hampers their exercise of the right to receive and impart information”. The Court has also emphasized the crucial role of the media in providing information on how the authorities handle public assemblies, noting that “[media] presence is a guarantee that the authorities can be held to account for their conduct vis-à-vis the demonstrators and the public at large… Any attempt to remove journalists from the scene of demonstrations must therefore be subject of a strict scrutiny”.

The role that journalists play in covering public assemblies has also been highlighted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe (CoE), which has called on law enforcement authorities to respect this role by encouraging dialogue between the authorities and journalists’ organisations “to avoid friction or clashes between police and members of the media”. The Committee’s Recommendation further provides detailed guidelines on the actions that member states should take to fulfil their international human rights obligations.
while protecting journalists and other media workers. Similarly, the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE) has provided practical recommendations for states to protect journalists and
other media workers who cover public assemblies.

International standards are thus clear on states duty to protect and facilitate the role of journalists and other
media workers during public assemblies, developed both at the UN and regional level. As the following cases
make clear, Russian authorities have continuously undermined the work of journalists and other media
workers in the context of public assemblies, in clear violation of the rights to freedom of expression and
peaceful assembly.

### 2.2 Regulation of Journalists and Other Media Workers at Public Assemblies Under Russian Law

Article 29 of the Russian Constitution guarantees the rights to freedom of expression and thought, media
freedom and the right to freely seek, receive, impart, produce and disseminate information by any lawful
means. It also explicitly prohibits censorship.\(^1\) These rights, however, have been significantly curtailed by
laws and legislative amendments passed since the return of Vladimir Putin to the presidential office in 2012.
Some of those amendments also concerned the Law “On Mass Media”\(^2\) and the Law “On Information,
Information Technologies and on Protection of Information”,\(^3\) which regulate the work of media outlets,
journalists and other media workers, as well as the dissemination of information. Moreover, Article 6 of the
Law “On meetings, rallies, demonstrations, marches and pickets” (Law “On Public Assemblies”) includes
specific regulations regarding journalists’ work at public events.\(^4\)

According to Article 2 of the Law “On Mass Media”, a journalist is a person who performs “editing, creating,
collection or preparation of the news or materials for the editorial team of a registered mass media outlet and
is connected with it by an employment contract or other contractual relations or performs this activity by its
authorization.” Thus, it establishes three important requirements: a specific circle of duties that a person
working for a mass media outlet must perform to be considered a journalist, a legal connection with this
media outlet and the requirement that the media outlet must be officially registered (by Roskomnadzor – the
Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology and Mass Media).
Representative offices of foreign media are established with permission of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
unless otherwise provided for by Russia’s international agreement (bilateral or multilateral treaty). Journalists
working for international media may require accreditation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.\(^5\)

Article 52 of the Law “On Mass Media” also extends the status of a journalist to freelancers and those
engaged in editing, creating, collection or preparation of the news and materials for media outlets whose
production is disseminated exclusively within one organization or enterprise. If a media outlet is not
registered with Roskomnadzor, however, its employees are not considered to have the status of a
“journalist”. The same applies to bloggers and citizen journalists, for instance those who have a Youtube
channel or share information via other social media platforms. These media workers, therefore, have not
been afforded with the rights and protections contemplated in these laws that are, at least on paper, afforded
to those recognized as journalists with registered outlets. This lack of recognition in law has left many media
workers at a particularly high risk of human rights violations, including of the right to freedom of expression.

Journalists’ rights, enshrined in Article 47 of the Law “On Mass Media”, include the right to attend “rallies
and demonstrations” irrespective of whether these gatherings have been authorized or not, as well as
“places of mass riots and mass gatherings of people”. According to the law, journalists do not need to inform

---

\(^1\) See Constitution of the Russian Federation, adopted on 12 December 2003, with amendments of 01 July 2020, at:
Accreditation and Residence of the Foreign Media Correspondents on the Territory of the Russian Federation”, issued by the Government
/asset_publisher/frIVYV4orHM42/content/id/608736
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those organizing the assembly nor the authorities about their presence. Journalists have the right to take notes, conduct audio and video recordings and take photographs, including of those taking part in public assemblies and law enforcement officers. Other rights provided for in Article 47 include the right to seek, receive and disseminate information, obtain access to relevant materials, visit official bodies and organizations and interview officials in connection with requests for information.

At the same time, journalists must observe all the requirements and prohibitions provided for in the Law “On Mass Media”, for instance showing their journalists’ ID when asked by a law enforcement officer and checking whether the information that has been shared with them is accurate. According to the Law “On Public Assemblies”, journalists must also, for instance, observe public order, obey all lawful demands of the law enforcement officers, and not wear masks or other objects which could make their identification more difficult.

Journalists working at a public assembly must have their journalist’s ID or another document “identifying them and their mandate as journalists”, which can be for instance a passport or an editorial assignment letter. They must also use “clearly visible insignia of a mass media representative”, which must not be concealed. According to an amendment introduced to the Law “On Public Assemblies” in December 2020, the insignia must be uniform for all media and were to be developed by Roskomnadzor, the Ministry of the Interior, the National Guard and the Journalists’ Union of Russia. In March 2021, a decree by Roskomnadzor detailed requirements for a “PRESS” badge and a high visibility vest that journalists would have to wear at public demonstrations. Journalists expressed concerns, however, that it may be very difficult to comply with these extremely detailed requirements and, for instance, obtain high visibility vests that are exactly the same as those described in the decree. There were also concerns that it would be too costly for smaller media, particularly those outside big cities, preventing their journalists from covering public assemblies. A further amendment passed in April 2021 introduced administrative sanctions for those who use the journalists’ identifying insignia unlawfully.

The December 2020 amendments to the Law “On Public Assemblies” also expressly prohibited journalists who attend a public assembly in their professional capacity from campaigning for or against the goals of a public event by disseminating leaflets or using slogans, posters or any symbols or branding that express individual or collective views; from organizing or conducting a public event or authorizing others to do so; from fundraising and collecting signatures under petitions and resolutions; and from taking part in discussions of, and taking decisions in accordance with, the goals of a public event. While these requirements may appear to protect the principle of journalists’ impartiality, these regulations have been used by the authorities to further muzzle the press and unlawfully prosecute journalists and other media workers covering public assemblies.

Russian law provides guarantees for the protection of journalists’ honour, dignity, health, life and property while carrying out their professional activity. The law contains important provisions intended to prevent interference with journalists and other media workers carrying out their activities, including via threats and use of violence against journalists or their families, which is punishable by up to six years imprisonment. Regrettably, these legislative norms are mostly not being implemented in practice. On the contrary, against a background of dozens, if not hundreds of incidents of threats, attacks, unlawful detentions and obstacles to journalists’ lawful work that take place every year, there are only a handful of cases where a criminal investigation has been initiated - and even fewer where a case was submitted to court and a conviction was secured.

Experts in media law point out several reasons for such poor practice. While some are due to objective circumstances, others are caused by such factors as violations being committed by law enforcement officers themselves (or by officials or businessmen close to the authorities), as well as a lack of impartiality on the

120 See Article 49 of the Law “On Mass Media”, at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_1511/cb5358d1c5fa1n0cebe98ad1431bca6a5c90b-cd7/
121 See Article 6 of the Law “On Public Assemblies” at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_48103/ef9be20760c0a6486116744bc7dde3ce562e0301/
122 See Article 6 of the Law “On Public Assemblies” (previously cited)
123 Order by Roskomnadzor of 22 March 2021 N 30 “On approval of the kind and description of a sign (mark) of a mass media representative present at a public event.” (Registered in the Ministry of Justice on 02.04.2021 N 62976), available at: https://legalacts.ru/doc/prkaz-roskomnadzora-o-utverzhdenii-vida/
126 Article 6(7) of the Law “On Public Assemblies” (previously cited)
127 Article 49 of the Law “On Mass Media” (previously cited)
128 Article 144 of the Russian Criminal Code, available at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_10699/4e55ae6b39c49996e47188b8c8ce54f0b0/
129 See the database of “media conflicts” https://www.mediaconflicts.org/ru/
130 For instance, according to the data of the Justice Department of the Russian Supreme Court, there were four convictions under Article 144(3) in 2020, see at: http://www.cdep.ru/index.php?id=79 item=5669; two in 2019, see at: http://www.cdep.ru/index.php?id=79 item=5299 and one in 2018, see at: http://www.cdep.ru/index.php?id=79 item=4894
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part of law enforcement agencies when it comes to investigating crimes committed against independent media and journalists.\textsuperscript{131} In most serious cases where journalists’ life and security are at risk, they may be able to ask for state protection.\textsuperscript{132} However, such measures – if ever applied – appear to be ineffective against threats and risks emanating from state officials or people close to the authorities. Some journalists have also expressed their reluctance to accept such protection measures because they can in fact put them at higher risk.

The mass detentions of and attacks against journalists during protests in January-February 2021 prompted discussions organized by a parliamentary committee in March 2021 on how to better protect journalists and other media workers reporting on public assemblies.\textsuperscript{133} Unsurprisingly, however, legislators and other officials invited to participate in the brainstorm failed to examine violations by the police and the National Guard or the inconsistencies between Russian law on assemblies and international human rights law and standards. Instead, they looked into how to further limit journalists’ ability to report accurate information about assemblies and demonstrations.

Among the issues discussed were, for instance, proposals to establish a mandatory distance beyond which journalists could not physically approach law enforcement officers policing the protests, to establish a list of journalists accredited to work at public protests, which would have necessarily excluded independent journalists and others not associated with a media outlet, and to introduce QR codes for them.\textsuperscript{134} Most of these proposals are in clear contravention of international law and Russia’s own Constitution, and would further violate the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and expression.

The Committee also suggested to introduce training for students of journalism on how to work at protest actions, with representatives of the National Guard promising to make a training video on “how journalists must behave at public events”.\textsuperscript{135} It does not appear that trainings for law enforcement officials on policing peaceful assemblies in line with international law were discussed at this or other high-level platforms.

\section*{2.3 Violations of Media Workers’ Rights in Connection with Covering Public Assemblies}

“…there has probably never been a case when we disrupted a journalist’s working day. Believe me, there is no conspiracy, isolation or obstruction of journalists’ work.”

Head of the Main Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs for Saint Petersburg and Leningrad region\textsuperscript{136}

By reporting from public actions, including assemblies and demonstrations, journalists and other media workers perform an important function of informing their audiences about the assemblies, their main messages and how they have been policed, and become an important element in ensuring accountability if human rights abuses occur. The unlawful interference with this work is a violation of the right to freedom of expression. Yet, in an attempt to silence critical voices and prevent the people from receiving information both about the protests and the way in which they are policed, Russian authorities have increasingly interfered with the work of journalists and other media workers, including in their reporting of public assemblies.
For instance, legislation prohibiting “disseminating false information”, first introduced in March 2019, was subsequently updated and applied both in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020-2021 and of the public assemblies held in support of Aleksey Navalny in 2021.137

On 31 January 2021, the Russian media watchdog Roskomnadzor published a warning on its website and social media that non-removal of “forbidden” or “fake news” content could lead to heavy fines and the blocking of offending websites. Roskomnadzor classified such content as “false information exaggerating numbers of participants of unlawful rallies, violence and clashes that have allegedly taken place, death of participants of the actions.”138 This statement was issued against the background of the authorities systematically downplaying the number of participants of protests,139 and their unwillingness to effectively investigate reports of human rights violations against peaceful protestors by the police.140

The purpose of such a warning was obvious – to decrease the significance of the pro-Navalny protests in the public eye and to censor and erase any information that could give rise to further uncomfortable questions about the authorities’ human rights record and the public level of support for Aleksey Navalny – whose very name officials had been carefully trying not to mention.

More recently, this same offence has been used regarding criticism of Russia’s full scale military aggression against Ukraine. The authorities have also actively used other tools of repression. Examples of some of the patterns of violations are provided below.

2.4 ATTEMPTS TO PROHIBIT COVERING OF “UNAUTHORIZED” PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

Under Russian law, journalists have a right to attend public assemblies irrespective of whether the authorities have “authorized” an assembly or if they are deemed unlawful. Worryingly, in June 2021, it was reported that a political scientist submitted a proposal to the Chairperson of the Council of Federation, the upper house of the Russian Parliament, to prohibit live streaming from public assemblies deemed unlawful by the authorities. The author of the proposal alleged that journalists would otherwise give a direct voice to participants and show the movements of other participants and law enforcement officers that could enable more people to join.141 The proposal was criticised by the Journalists’ Union of Russia, whose Chair Vladimir Solovyov correctly pointed out that a journalist’s task “is to guard freedom of expression and freedom to impart information” and that such a prohibition would be in violation of human rights.142

While it remains to be seen whether a legislative bill prohibiting live streaming, or, indeed, any reporting from “unauthorised” public assemblies, will be introduced in the Russian Parliament in the near future, the authorities have signalled their displeasure at such reporting. In June 2021, it became known that the Russian independent TV channel Dozhd (Rain) had been excluded from the presidential media pool since at least 13 May of that year.143 President Putin’s spokesperson Dmitry Peskov explained this decision by alleging that Dozhd “did not [simply] report from, it was an organizer of unlawful actions”,144 It appears that such assessment was given on the basis of the programmes the channel had broadcast several days before the 21 April protests in support of Aleksey Navalny, as well as their live streaming from the protest.

On 20 August 2021, Dozhd was classified as a “foreign agent” in a clear attempt to marginalize, stigmatize and take off air this independent media outlet.145 Its journalists had not been informed in advance about the decision nor about the legal grounds for it.146 It was only on 23 August that the authorities informed that the

137 https://reports.odinfo.info/winter-2021-suppression11
139 For instance, the Moscow authorities estimated that only four thousand people took part in the protest action on 23 January 2021, while independent media estimate the number to be from 15,000 to 40,000 people. See, https://www.nbc.ru/policy/24041/2021/06/06/7339b73947b4b45d382.html
140 See, for instance, failure to effectively investigate an assault against a peaceful protester Margarita Yudina in St Petersburg, https://tvrain.ru/news/mvd_ne_smoglo_ustanovit_lichnost_silovika_udarivshego_zhenschinu_v_zhivot_na_mitinge_on_prihodil_k_nей_v_bolin
141 See, Matvienko received a suggestion to punish journalists for “false information exaggerating number of participants of unlawful rallies, violence and clashes that have allegedly taken place, death of participants of the actions.”
142 See, interview with Dozhd’s Editor-in-Chief Tikhon Dzyadko, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evpJZTgDN2c
144 See, interview with Dozhd’s Editor-in-Chief Tikhon Dzyadko, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evpJZTgDN2c
145 See, interview with Dozhd´s Editor-in-Chief Tikhon Dzyadko, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evpJZTgDN2c
146 See, interview with Dozhd’s Editor-in-Chief Tikhon Dzyadko, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evpJZTgDN2c
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grounds for listing Dozhd as a “foreign agent” were that it had disseminated information from other media outlets labelled as foreign agents, and received financing from abroad. Extensive covering of protests by the opposition could certainly have been one of the factors that triggered the listing of Dozhd as a “foreign agent”. In November 2021, Dozhd contested this decision before Moscow’s Zamoskvoretskii District Court, but their complaint was rejected the following month.

An all-out assault on Dozhd and other independent media outlets was further unleashed after Russia’s full-scale military invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022. In a matter of hours, as independent Russian and international media began reporting on the invasion and on peaceful anti-war protests in Russia, they were subjected to unprecedented levels of censorship.

On the day of the invasion, the Russian media regulator Roskomnadzor ordered media outlets to only refer to the war as a “special operation of the Russian Armed Forces in Ukraine” and to only use information “received from official Russian sources”, maintaining that only this information was “true and up to date”. Roskomnadzor warned the media outlets disseminating information considered to be “false” (in essence, anything not coming from official sources) would lead to “immediate blocking of the media”. Within days, access to dozens of independent Russian and international media websites, including Dozhd, were blocked in Russia. Some independent media like the popular Echo Moskvy radio station were also taken off air and then closed down. On 3 March 2022, Dozhd announced that they had to temporarily suspend their work due to then draft legislation establishing criminal and administrative sanctions for those reporting “false information” about or “discrediting of” the Russian Armed Forces. Several other independent media also took the decision to suspend their work or to explicitly state that they would not report on Russia’s “special military operation” in Ukraine.

The clampdown on the media continued with renewed vigour following the swift adoption on 4 March 2022 of new legislation severely restricting the rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly. At the time of writing, the authorities had initiated criminal cases against at least 9 journalists and bloggers under the new offence of “disseminating false information against the Russian Armed Forces” (Article 207.3 of the Criminal Code). Some media outlets and journalists have also been penalized under the new offence of “discrediting the use of the Russian Armed Forces abroad” (Article 20.3.3 of the Code of Administrative Offences) after publicizing information about the war in Ukraine.

Among those cases, the persecution of Vechernie Vedomosti, an independent media outlet in Yekaterinburg, the Urals, stands out. According to Vechernie Vedomosti’s editor-in-chief Vladislav Postnikov, his outlet has been actively covering various protests in Yekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk Oblast, among other places, since 2020. After the start of the “special military operation” and the suspension of work or blocking of other Yekaterinburg-based independent media, Vechernie Vedomosti remained possibly the only regional media accessible online that was still writing about protests, including peaceful anti-war protests, most of which were forcibly dispersed by the police.

On 18 March 2022, the police detained a local street artist reportedly for disseminating anti-war stickers and charged him with “vandalism” (Article 214 of the Criminal Code). News about his detention was published in the Telegram channel @ve4ved. The publication only factually reported on the detention and illustrated their coverage with a partially blurred photo of stickers featuring anti-war messages with the letter “Z” – one of the symbols used to identify Russian military vehicles during the “special military operation” in Ukraine and promoted as a symbol of support for this operation. The post did not contain any comments on the “special military operation” itself or regarding the Russian forces.

However, on 26 April, Vechernie Vedomosti received a phone call summoning its director Guzel Aitkulova to the police department. The authorities recorded an administrative offence under Article 20.3.3 (1) drawn up against the media outlet’s founder. According to the offence record that the publication received the next day, the authorities claimed that channel @ve4ved was affiliated with Vechernie Vedomosti and its founder.

---

147 https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/4956368
150 https://tass.ru/kontrakt/12325031?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop
151 https://vk.com/svobodna.png?z=5240177
152 https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/540179
153 Among those were Znak.com, The Bell and Novaya Gazeta.
154 The legislation was passed in a matter of one day. See, for instance, https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur46/5345/2022/en/
155 https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5399655. As of 19 October 2022, there were 149 criminal cases initiated under Article 207.3 against at least 124 individuals. See at: https://t.me/NetFreedomsProject/6792
156 Three more cases were opened under Article 280.3. See at: https://t.me/chirkov/6222
157 Vladislav Postnikov, interview with Amnesty International, 7 June 2022
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The police alleged that the stickers were “aimed at discrediting the use of Armed Forces of the Russian Federation which use the symbol “Z” meaning “For Victory”” and that, therefore, by reporting on the artist’s detention, the publisher had committed an administrative offence. On 1 June 2022, the Kirovskii District Court in Yekaterinburg fined Vechernie Vedomosti’s publisher with RUB 150,000 (EUR 2,230). The defence lawyers argued that the police had not provided evidence that the Telegram channel was affiliated with the publication and submitted a confirmation by the Ministry of Defence that the letters “Z” and “V” were not official symbols and did not have a special connotation. However, the court did not take this into consideration and, in its ruling, maintained that the outlet had “publicly discredited” the Armed Forces by publishing a photo with partially blurred graphics which, in the court’s view, was “insulting and derogatory” in relation to the Armed Forces and “aimed at weakening their authority, image and undermining trust in them in the eyes of the citizens”.261

Commenting on the court ruling, one of the defence lawyers pointed out that this case was about “the right of a media outlet to disseminate truthful information”. He expressed concerns that, were this decision to come into force, “any journalist, any media outlet in the Russian Federation will understand that when they present a bare, truthful fact, ... they risk getting a large fine”, adding that this case was “… about the elementary, basic right of the media to inform citizens”.262

On the day of the court hearing, the police handed Guzel Aitkulova a new summons under the same Article. On 6 June, police informed Vechernie Vedomosti’s journalists that the media outlet was suspected of 54 more instances of “discrediting the Russian army” via publications on the Telegram channel. Most of those publications were about peaceful anti-war protests.263 On 29 June, the Kirovsky District Court again fined Vechernie Vedomosti’s publisher RUB 200,000 (EUR 3,540) for this latest administrative offence.264 Additionally, on 27 July, the publication’s editor-in-chief was fined RUB 100,000 (EUR 1,658) for the same “offence”.265 On 18 August, Sverdlovsk regional Court rejected the publication’s appeals against the first two fines.266

It is remarkable that while the police took over a month to build the first case against Vechernie Vedomosti, according to police documentation the second case was put together in a matter of a day – 30 May. It is also remarkable that police initiated the second case against Vechernie Vedomosti the next working day after @ve4ved showed a video featuring the police violently dispersing a peaceful anti-war protest on 6 March 2022. The video was recorded on a body-worn police camera and quickly went viral.267 The multiple cases brought against Vechernie Vedomosti and its publisher are clearly an act of retaliation for the media outlet’s determination to cover protest actions that constitute an act of censorship. By taking Vechernie Vedomosti to court, the authorities are trying not only to intimidate this and other independent media outlets but also to cause significant financial damage by imposing heavy fines that can subdue media outlets and journalists into silence.

Nevertheless, journalists at Vechernie Vedomosti remain committed and are resolved to continue their work.

“We will continue our work and will try to overcome all difficulties”

Vladislav Postnikov, editor-in-chief, Vechernie Vedomosti

2.5 HARASSMENT OF JOURNALISTS ON THE EVE OF AND AFTER PROTESTS

As already mentioned, journalists reporting on assemblies must be protected from any form of reprisals or other harassment regardless of whether an assembly has been “authorized” or not.270 Such protection extends not only to the time of the actual assembly but also outside the immediate context of the gathering, including before and after the demonstration. Nevertheless, notably in the context of the pro-Navalny
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protests in 2021, there were a number of incidents when the police visited journalists on the eve of protests to officially warn them against “participation in an unauthorised assembly” in contravention of international law and standards. There have also been incidents of “preventive” arrests of journalists under fabricated administrative offences, arbitrary detentions of journalists reporting from protests before and after the events, and unfounded prosecution of those reporting on the protests.

“PREVENTIVE” WARNINGS

The Russian independent Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union reported that on the eve of the first pro-Navally protest announced for 23 January 2021, the police visited at least three leading independent journalists in Moscow and one in Pskov to issue them with a “warning” against their participation in the protest. On the eve of the next announced action of 31 January 2021, the Union recorded 19 such cases. While these “warnings” by the police were certainly part of a broader campaign of harassment and intimidation against known activists, the fact that journalists were targeted in multiple locations across Russia would suggest that it was not a mistake or an act of individual police officers, but rather a systematically orchestrated campaign aimed at forcing media outlets and individual journalists to abandon plans to cover protests and thereby reduce the free flow of information about these events to the minimum if not to zero. The manner in which the police handed out “warnings” to, or carried out “preventive arrests” of, journalists and other media workers, as well as how police officers justified these actions, would also suggest that the police do not distinguish between participants of public assemblies and journalists reporting from them.

For instance, on 30 January 2021, the police attempted to hand an official warning “on prohibition of participation” in a public assembly to Moscow journalist and activist Andrey Novichkov. Replying to his objection that he needed to attend public assemblies as part of his job as a journalist, the police officer allegedly told Andrey Novichkov that if he was working at public actions as a journalist, it meant he was participating in them.

On the same day in Novosibirsk, Western Siberia, a prosecutor handed in an official “warning prohibiting violation of the law” to Tayga.Info journalist Aleksey Mazur. In the “warning”, the prosecutor’s office referred to “information received from the FSB [Federal Security Service] Department for Novosibirsk Region” according to which Aleksey Mazur was allegedly an “organizer” of the public action. The journalist believed that the law-enforcement agencies’ unwarranted attention could have been due to his earlier participation as a candidate in the local election and a visit he paid to a detained local opposition politician while working on a publication about him.

In the morning of 4 February 2021, two police officers visited journalist Vitaly Poliakov in Krasnoyarsk, Western Siberia. Vitaly Poliakov told Amnesty International that they attempted to hand him an official “warning” against participating in “unauthorised” rallies. However, when they started filming the procedure, the journalist refused to take the “warning” and asked them to leave. The police visit followed a court hearing on 25 January at which Vitaly Poliakov was fined RUB 30,000 (EUR 327) under Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences for “organizing an unauthorised public assembly” in relation to a social media post.

The Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union reported other similar police “visits” during the series of protests and other public actions held in January and February 2021 in support of Aleksey Navalny.

---
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ARBITRARY DETENTIONS

In addition to official warnings, the police have also arbitrarily detained journalists both on the eve of upcoming protests and following the protests that they had reported from. Offences under Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences commonly used to detain journalists and other media workers have included “organizing a public action without prior notification” under Article 20.2 (2), “participation in an unauthorised public action” under Article 20.2(5) and “repeated violation of the rules of conducting public assemblies” under Article 20.2 (8).

The independent Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union reported that a number of journalists were arrested in connection with protests and other public actions the held between January and April 2021 in support of Aleksey Navalny. According to the Union, on the eve of the first announced action on 23 January 2021 at least six journalists were arrested in five cities across the country, from St Petersburg in the north-west to Blagoveschensk in the Far East and Voronezh in the south. After a week, at least 10 administrative prosecutions were brought against journalists on fabricated charges, including for violating the rules on conducting public assemblies. The geography of these charges was again very wide and included cities in central, south Russia and the Far East. At the same time, by early February 2021 the Russian NGO OVD-Info had already reported on “dozens of journalists” arbitrarily arrested since the start of pro-Navalny protests.

For instance, Sergei Stepanov, a journalist from Tambov, central Russia, was arrested on 28 January 2021 after covering the protest on 23 January. The police claimed that a video from the action posted on the social media site VKontakte amounted to “organization of a public action without prior notification”. He was charged under Article 20.2(2) of the Code of Administrative Offences and detained overnight. The next day, Tambov’s Oktyabrsksiy District Court sentenced him to seven days in detention. On 28 April, Sergei Stepanov was arrested again, this time in connection with his reporting from a protest held on 21 April, and charged with “repeated violation of the rules of conducting public assemblies”. The next day, the same court sentenced him to 30 days in detention. The fact that his journalist’s ID and other documents had been checked by the police during the protest and that the police had not had any issues at that time had no impact on the outcome of the case.

In Belgorod, south Russia, the editor-in-chief of the independent Telegram channel Belgorod No1 Vladimir Korenev was accused of “organization of or conducting an unauthorised public event” and sentenced to three days in detention for his publications on the channel. Thus, he was prevented from covering an upcoming protest on 31 January. On the same day, 30 January, the prosecutor’s office issued an official warning to his colleague Igor Ermolenko.

Some journalists, like Mediazona’s editor-in-chief Sergei Smirnov, were detained simply for publishing posts on social media mentioning the date of an upcoming protest. He was arrested on 30 January 2021 in Moscow, when he left his house for a walk with his young son. The police drove him to a police station and charged him for “repeated violation of the rules of public assemblies”. The police initially alleged that Sergei Smirnov had taken part in a pro-Navalny protest on 23 January, despite the journalist maintaining that he had been at home all that day. Prior to that protest, he had already received an official “warning” from the police. Then, the offence record was redrafted to maintain that Sergei Smirnov’s tweet of a joke in which the date of the upcoming protest was mentioned constituted “calls on Twitter to participate in an unauthorized public action”. Sergei Smirnov was initially detained in the police station pending trial but was released following an outcry by the media community with an undertaking to attend trial on 3 February.

That day, Moscow’s Tverskoy District court sentenced Sergei Smirnov to 25 days in detention on the above charge. This decision generated further statements in his support and calls for his release issued by dozens of independent media outlets, individual journalists and bloggers, national and international NGOs and...
The practice of harassing and intimidating journalists and other media workers continued around the protests and other public actions in support of Aleksei Navalny announced for 21 April 2021. This time, however, the police made fewer arrests on the day of the protest. Instead, participants and journalists who covered the protest were prosecuted days or even weeks later. In Moscow, the police used facial recognition technologies to identify those who were in the areas where the protest took place.190

For instance, in the early morning of 27 April 2021, the police came to the home of Dozhd correspondent Aleksey Korostelev and took him to the police station where he was charged under Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences. The police alleged that he had participated in the 21 April protest despite a video showing that he was working in a professional capacity and wearing a high visibility PRESS vest. The police only released him, albeit on an undertaking that he returns to the station on 30 April, after questioning him in detail about his activities that day and after his colleagues brought a copy of his official editorial assignment confirming that he had indeed worked at the 21 April action as a journalist.191 When Aleksey Korostelev returned, the police informed him that they would not pursue this case further.192

On or around the same day, the police came to the homes of several other journalists in Moscow, including the Echo Moskvy correspondent Oleg Ovcharenko, Meduza special correspondent Kristina Safonova, RTVi photo correspondent Ivan Krasnov and Komsomolskaya Pravda correspondent Aleksandr Rogoza.193 In all of these cases, the police alleged that the journalists had taken part in an unauthorised public assembly, demanded that they provide official documents proving that they had attended the protest in their professional capacity, and made the journalists write explanations regarding their actions on 21 April.

Moreover, the police either had or could have easily obtained photo and video evidence in all of these cases to prove that the journalists had been at the protest in a professional capacity and had had all the necessary credentials. For instance, the police alleged that Oleg Ovcharenko was at the protest without his press card – an allegation that the journalist disputed - and accused him of participation in an “unauthorised public action”. The police demanded that he come to the police station with his work assignment issued for 21 April and a press card to prove that he was at the protest in his capacity as a journalist.194 The journalist was only allowed to leave the police station after Echo Moskvy submitted all of the documents requested by the police.

In the case of RFE/RL correspondent Anton Sergienko, the police persistently knocked on the door of his Moscow home until they could hand him in an undertaking to come to the police station for questioning under Article 113 of the Criminal Procedure Code. This article, on forcibly bringing someone to answer a summons, is usually applied in relation to suspects, victims or witnesses in a criminal case. When Anton Sergienko came to the police station, he was questioned for several hours about his movements on 21 April, how he had found out about the protest, how many RFE/RL journalists had covered it and so forth. According to Anton Sergienko, a police officer told him that the protest participants had been identified by the anti-extremism police department using CCTV cameras. Then lists of names were sent to police stations in the areas where the individuals identified were registered.195

While the acts of harassment and intimidation took place mostly very shortly before or after the protests, the online media BAZA’s then editor-in-chief Nikita Mogutin was apprehended on 23 May 2021, over a month after he had worked at the 21 April protest. Nikita Mogutin wrote in his Telegram channel that the police officer who stopped his car in Moscow explained that the car was in a police search database but did not know any more details himself.196 The journalist could not get more clarity at the police station either. One of the police officers could only suggest that his detention may have been connected with “participation in an unauthorised public action”. 197
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Nikita Mogutin was released after around an hour, with an undertaking to return to the police station the next day. The next day, a police officer told him that he was, indeed, accused of participating in an unauthorised action on 21 April and demanded that the journalist produce his editorial assignment and press card. According to Nikita Mogutin, the police showed him a CCTV video from the protest action depicting him walking down the street as a proof of his participation in the protest. The fact that the journalist was wearing the high visibility PRESS vest and had professional journalistic equipment with him were not, in the eyes of the police, necessary proof that he had attended the protest in his professional capacity. On 16 August 2021, the Moscow Savelovsky District Court fined Nikita Mogutin RUB 180,000 (EUR 2,080) for “repeated violation of the rules of conducting public assemblies.”

REPRISALS CONNECTED WITH ANTI-WAR PROTESTS

Amnesty International has reviewed reports of similar reprisals against journalists covering the anti-war protests that have been ongoing in Russia since the start of its military aggression against Ukraine on 24 February 2022. Similar to the tactics employed by the authorities to target and harass journalists covering the protests in support of Aleksei Navalny, the authorities have used the same tried and tested tactics of “official warnings” and preventive arrests against journalists and other media workers.

One of the distinctive features of the police tactics this time was that they were even better coordinated, more punitive and had a wider scale – both in terms of their geography and the targeted groups. This time, the police also used criminal investigations as a means of intimidation. Independent journalists, civil society activists, opposition politicians and local independent councillors have been among those visited by the police with official “warnings” or “precautionary chats” in advance of days when protests have been planned, and many faced house searches and “preventive” detentions.

On 4 March 2022, a police officer came to the Moscow home of Anna Loiko, a journalist with the independent online media Sota.Vision (Sota)201. The officer told her that he had received orders “to talk” to her and obtain details about a recent trip abroad. He also said that he knew about her previous arrests at public actions and warned that “this time the fines will be much higher”.202

“It was unpleasant to find out that I was being followed.”

Anna Loiko, Sota.Vision journalist

In other actions held since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, dozens of people across the country, including journalists, were subjected to house searches and arrests in connection with criminal or administrative cases initiated shortly before protests organized for 6 March. The way in which the police sought to intimidate those opposing the war looked like a mop-up operation to neutralize known activists and media workers who could write about anti-war protests. For instance, on 5 March 2022, the police in Vladimir, central Russia, conducted a search at the home of Kirill Ishutin, editor-in-chief of the independent online media Dovod (“Argument”), and at the houses of three other journalists – including 17-year-old Evgeny Sautin – and at the house of an aide to a local politician. Their computers and other equipment were confiscated, and they were then taken to the Vladimir Department for Internal Affairs and questioned as witnesses in a criminal case initiated under Article 214(1) of the Criminal Code (“Vandalism”) in connection with anti-war graffiti on a local bridge. The police claimed the journalists were involved as Dovod was the first to publish a photo of the graffiti. Kirill Ishutin complained that he had been put under pressure during questioning. Among other things, the police reportedly held him for six hours in a locked office after he had refused to testify against himself.203 He also pointed out that the police appeared to be interested not so much in who had painted the graffiti (it later transpired that the police had already found and questioned the graffiti artists) but in the activities, sources and publications of Dovod.204 Attempts by one of the journalists, Evgeny Sautin, to contest...
the legality of the house search were unsuccessful. At the time of writing, Kiril Ishutin, Evgeny Sautin and others retained the status of witnesses and were potentially subject to further questioning.

On the same day in Pskov, north-west Russia, the police and special riot police broke into the office of the local media outlet Pskovskaya Gubernia. Law enforcement officials put four journalists and a visiting student face down on the floor, searched the office and confiscated computers, phones and other equipment, thus paralyzing the work of the publication. The search was conducted under Article 20.3.3 of the Code of Administrative Offences (“Public actions aimed at discrediting the use of Russian Armed Forces”) that had been introduced just a day before. The police alleged that the search was conducted in connection with a complaint from a local woman. Allegedly, on 28 February, the woman had received an email “containing calls to an unauthorised public action” against the war on Ukraine and maintained that Pskovskaya Gubernia’s editor-in-chief Denis Kamalyagin and prominent politicians from the opposition Yabloko party – specifically Lev Shlosberg and Nikolay Kuzmin – were responsible for these calls despite the email address having no connection to any of those people nor to the media outlet itself. The office of the Yabloko party was also searched. On the same day, access to Pskovskaya Gubernia’s website was blocked. The next day, Pskovskaya Gubernia announced that it had had to suspend its work until further notice.

Despite having suspended its activities, harassment of Pskovskaya Gubernia’s journalists continued. On 9 March, the authorities demanded that the whole Gubernia.media website be deleted on the grounds that it contained “unlawful content” and “disseminated false information about actions of the Armed Forces in Ukraine”. On 10 March, the authorities blocked the media outlet’s accounts on social networks. Then, around 12 March, rumours started to spread locally that some of the journalists would be criminally prosecuted and imprisoned. On 18 March, another wave of house searches of journalists and other media workers at Pskovskaya Gubernia followed. This time, it was in connection with a complaint by the regional governor against a publication in a Telegram channel which he regarded as “libellous”. Denis Kamalyagin and several of his colleagues had to leave Russia.

The authorities continued targeting journalists and known activists later that month via disruptive house searches, often with confiscation of computers and other equipment. Some of them were taken in for questioning and then released with the status of a “witness” – which in the Russian reality could be quite easily turn into that of a “suspect”. For instance, on 17 March 2022, the police conducted searches in at least seven houses in Kazan, in the Republic of Tatarstan, including the house of Sota.Vision journalist Elena Izotova. The searches were initiated as part of a criminal case opened on 14 March under Article 212 (1.1) (“Calls to mass disorder”) in connection with a comment she posted in a Telegram chat.

On 23 March 2022, the security services conducted searches in the houses of at least six journalists and activists in Arkhangelsk, including the house of Sota.Vision editor Darya Poriadina and her partner Sota.Vision and Activitaca journalist Aleksandr Peskov. They were both taken to the Investigative Committee for questioning and released about 12 hours later as witnesses in a criminal case initiated against Alexsey Navalny and his supporters under “extremism” charges. Two days later, Aleksandr Peskov was arrested for allegedly insulting a police officer, and several days later it became known that two of the other activists who had been questioned on 23 March became suspects in a criminal case of “participation in an extremist organization”. Darya Poriadina and Aleksandr Peskov had to leave the country fearing for their security. Darya, who was also a university student, encountered obstacles with her graduation. The university authorities refused to grant her sabbatical. In May, she found out that she had been expelled.

Police continued to particularly harass journalists that had been previously detained or received “warnings”, and conducted visits to their homes on the eve of protests. These incidents included repeated attempts to conduct a “precautionary chat” with Sota.Vision journalist Nika Samusik on 12 and 17 March 2022, visits to Sota.Vision journalist Petr Ivanov and Novaya Gazeta journalist Elena Lukinova on 19 March 2022 in Russia: “YOU WILL BE ARRESTED ANYWAY”:
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Saint Petersburg and a visit to Sota.Vision photographer Vasily Vorona in Moscow on 11 March 2022. The photographer was not at home at the time. According to his family members, the police officer was rude and threatened that if Vasily continued to be active in the protests the police could petition for him to be expelled from the university where he studied, he could be called up for military service or be criminally prosecuted.220

In the context of the anti-war protests, the police have also relied on the detention of journalists and other media workers when they are already on the way to a protest or picket they need to cover, or just minutes before its start.

Sota.Vision journalist Gleb Sokolov was detained on 25 February 2022 in Moscow together with the two activists whose protest he was going to cover, when they left their house. The journalist had his press ID card and the editorial assignment letter but these were disregarded by the police.221 He was then charged with allegedly participating in an unauthorized public action and released.222 On 7 March, a Moscow court fined him RUB 20,000 (EUR 146).223

On 2 March 2022, Ekaterina Goncharova, a journalist working for online media outlet MR7, was detained by police when leaving her house in Saint Petersburg to cover an anti-war protest. There was no information on her whereabouts until shortly before a court hearing the next day when her colleagues found out that she had been held in police custody overnight. On 3 March, the Nevsky District Court of Saint Petersburg found her guilty under Article 20.2(2) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“Organization of mass simultaneous presence and (or) movement of people in public places which led to public disorder”) on the grounds of her social media posts and sentenced her to 10 days in custody. Her lawyer was not allowed to attend the hearing.224

On 18 March 2022, the day of a government-sponsored concert in support of the “special military operation” in Ukraine, the police detained Sota.Vision photographer Pavel Ivanov when he had just left his house in Moscow to cover the concert. The manner in which the arrest was carried out suggests that the police were waiting specifically for him. They drove him first to a police station and then to Cheryomushkinsky District Court where he was sentenced to three days in custody for allegedly “disobeying lawful police orders” (Article 19.3 of the Code of Administrative Offences) despite the police documents giving the wrong date for his detention (18 March 2020) and no proof of any wrongdoing.225

On the same day, and in a similar arbitrary manner, the police arrested yet another Sota.Vision journalist, Artem Krieger, outside a metro station in Moscow about 10 minutes’ walk from the Luzhniki stadium where the pro-government concert was held. He was on his way to cover the concert when the police arrested him on grounds that his name was in a police database.226 The police later released him without charge.

Amnesty International is aware of at least one other journalist preventively detained on that day in Moscow and four more in Saint Petersburg. All of them were later released without charges.227

Reflecting on the police’s practice of preventive arrests, one journalist told Amnesty International how important it is not to use public transport on the way to cover a protest. He said:

“I try to make sure not to use public transport when I go to cover a protest action. On 18 March [2022], the day of the (pro-government) concert and rally in Luzhniki, many journalists were detained before its start. I was lucky as I chose my route there carefully. But on the way back I decided to use the metro and was immediately apprehended by the police because of the face recognition technology. Luckily, I was released without charge.”

A journalist, speaking to Amnesty International [in condition of anonymity]228

---
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2.6 INTERFERENCE WITH JOURNALISTS’ WORK DURING PROTESTS

Amnesty International has documented how the police routinely violate journalists’ rights during protests. From demanding that journalists produce documents which are not required by law as a way to harass and intimidate them, to creating physical obstacles for journalists’ access to the places of protests, to arbitrary arrests and unlawful use of force, the list of violations remains evergreen from one protest to another. At the same time, accountability for human rights violations committed by the police remains close to zero and there is very little appetite by the official bodies and structures vested with the powers to investigate, prosecute, or oversee police performance, to ensure prompt, effective, independent and impartial investigations, bring perpetrators to justice and ensure that such violations are not repeated again.

In February 2021, drawing some conclusions after three protests in support of Aleksey Navalny, the Centre for the Legal Defence of Journalists, affiliated with the Russian Union of Journalists, noted with great concern that over 100 journalists had been arrested, detained or beaten up while performing their professional duties. At the same time, the independent Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union counted 58 violations of journalists’ rights, including 49 arrests, six cases of unlawful use of force and three unlawful apprehensions for document checks on 23 January 2021, with a further 122 incidents on 31 January 2021. Altogether, the latter Union registered at least 210 violations of the rights of the journalists who worked at the protest actions on 23 and 31 January and 2 February in 40 Russian regions, while the Russian NGO OVD-Info collected information about 150 arrests of journalists who had covered the protests. At least eight journalists were beaten up by the police.

On 21 April 2021, the last day in the series of the actions in support of Aleksey Navalny, the Union of Journalists reported a much lower number of detained journalists – 10 – as the journalists were going to the public actions in high visibility vests and with IDs. However, some journalists were arbitrarily detained despite wearing the vest and showing their ID and other documents. For instance, Kommersant journalist Gleb Merkin in Kazan reported that the police had checked his documents but then had told him that he was “not on the list” and took him to a police station. Likewise, in Voronezh, Sota.Vision correspondent Fedor Orlov was physically carried by police to a police van and then taken to a police station despite wearing a high visibility vest and having all the necessary IDs. Considering that, as mentioned above, many more journalists were harassed by the police after the protests instead of being arrested on the spot, it appears that the police had simply chosen a different approach, possibly not to create a negative “picture” on the day, when the policing would be under the spotlight.

It is notable that human rights violations of journalists’ rights, including at public actions, continued despite an instruction issued by President Putin in January 2021 to his Plenipotentiaries in the federal districts “to take necessary measures to ensure journalists’ rights”. This instruction was issued following the December 2020 meeting of the Presidential Council for Human Rights where one Council member, editor-in-chief of the Moskovskoye Komsomolets newspaper, Pavel Gusev, complained that in the regions “journalists are beaten up, thrown out, or threatened every three days” and that journalists who cover public assemblies were being arrested. The Union of Journalists mentioned that not long before the April protest, presidential plenipotentiaries in the regions did organize meetings to discuss “additional measures to protect journalists.”

However, considering that arbitrary arrests and other violations of journalists’ rights continued at other protests, including during the anti-war protests in 2022, it appears that the implementation of President Putin’s instruction and the subsequent meetings of presidential plenipotentiaries in the regions have not had much effect. It rather appears that President Putin’s orders have either been blatantly ignored by the police and other state officials, or were not regarded as serious in the first place. In just a month since the start of
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the so called “special military operation in Ukraine”, the Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union documented 111 violations of journalists’ rights, the majority of which were arrests while covering peaceful anti-war protests.242

Such violations can be roughly divided into three groups: obstructing journalists’ work; arbitrary arrests and detentions; and unlawful use of force.

**OBSTRUCTING JOURNALISTS’ WORK**

According to the Law “On Mass Media”, journalists performing their professional duties must “produce at the first demand their journalist ID or another document that confirms their identity and authority as a journalist.”243 The Law “On public assemblies” establishes the same requirement for a journalist covering a public assembly.244

However, contrary to the law, it has become a widespread practice that in addition to their ID the police demand that journalists also produce an editorial assignment letter – a document issued by a media outlet to confirm that a journalist has been assigned a specific task which they should carry out on a specific day. It should contain the media registration number (or, for foreign media, their name and the country of registration) and should be signed by the editor-in-chief or one of the editors and have an official stamp of the media outlet.245 Other documents that journalists have reported that the police have demanded them to produce include passports, documents confirming that their police have been registered by Roskomnadzor and even papers confirming the legal possession of a camera.246 It is not uncommon for journalists who fail to produce such excessive documents to be prevented from working at a public assembly247 or even to be detained, at least until their colleagues can confirm that they had attended a public assembly as part of their job.

Speaking to Amnesty International in July 2022, one journalist remarked:

“The law “On Mass Media” says that we have the right to collect information. But the police like to interpret the law as they want. We are not obliged to wear yellow vests, we do not have to wear badges. It is enough to have just a press card.”

Another common practice used by the police is to physically prevent journalists from approaching a certain area where a public action is about to or is taking place, or where police are detaining people participating in a demonstration. This is carried out either by installing barriers,248 positioning cordons of police officers to block journalists from approaching, or actively pushing them away, including with varying degrees of force.

For instance, journalists covering an anti-war protest in Moscow on 6 March 2022, reported how the police pushed them to one side of the police cordon before the start of the protest and were not allowed to access the square where the protest was expected to take place. The police also threatened that those who refused to go would be “taken away”, in reference to a police station.250 When some journalists asked on what grounds the press must follow these orders, pointing out that they had the right to be there by law, the police failed to respond.251

In Yekaterinburg, the Urals, journalists of the online media *It’s My City* reported several incidents when police obstructed journalists’ work during an anti-war protest on 4 March 2022. In one such incident, the police told a journalist who was filming a detained protester screaming in a police van, “to move away” and “not to obstruct police work”, although the video recording clearly shows that the journalist was far enough from the police to avoid obstructing them.252 In another incident that was videorecorded, a policeman is heard saying “Hold the greens away!”.253 The “greens” in that instance was a term used by the police
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252 [https://t.me/nisme2/19018](https://t.me/nisme2/19018)
253 [https://t.me/nisme2/19019](https://t.me/nisme2/19019)
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referring to journalists in their green high visibility vests who, in this case, were filming a peaceful protester being arrested by the police. Amnesty International has obtained information of similar practices in which the police told journalists to “move away”, “disperse” or not to “obstruct police work” taking place during other protests.254

While in many instances the police obstruct the work of journalists without relying on force, Amnesty International has also documented several cases where journalists are impeded from documenting the policing of assemblies with unnecessary or excessive force. On 6 March 2022, the police not only told a journalist from It’s My City media “not to obstruct” their work when she was filming police officers beating a protester with batons, but also pushed her aside.255 As in other instances, the video clearly shows that she was far enough from the police and did not obstruct their actions. In another video recorded at the 13 March 2022 protest in Yekaterinburg, a police officer is seen forcefully pushing aside, into a snow drift, two female journalists who were filming protesters being arrested. The police officer then physically held them to prevent them from filming while other police officers passed by with the arrested protesters.256 Kommersant newspaper journalist Aleksandr Chernykh, who was working on 13 March reporting on the protest held in Manezhnaya Square in Moscow, reported that a police officer hit him twice in the chest.257

Thus, while in many of these cases the police claimed that the journalists were obstructing their work, it was actually the police who interfered with and obstructed the work of the journalists, preventing or cutting short reporting from protest actions. Media coverage of arbitrary arrests and other examples of poor policing has long been an inconvenience for the authorities. Obstructing journalists’ access to prevent them from documenting these human rights violations is certainly one – but not the only – way of dealing with this “inconvenience”.

ARBITRARY DETENTIONS OF JOURNALISTS DURING PROTESTS

Arbitrary detentions are probably the most common violations that journalists who cover public assemblies have to face in Russia. Despite clear international standards and certain safeguards in Russian domestic law, including regulations on identifying journalists at public assemblies as a way to prevent police abuses, time and time again the police detain journalists covering protests. As one of the journalists remarked:

“It doesn’t matter how many rules you comply with, you will be arrested anyway.”

Anna Loiko, Sota.Vision journalist.258

Amnesty International has reviewed several cases of journalists arbitrarily detained while they were covering the 2021 protests in support of Aleksey Navalny. In all these cases, the journalists had the necessary documents and/or other attributes that would allow for their easy identification by the police as media workers, and were not taking any action beyond their work that could warrant an arrest. Thus, their detention rendered arbitrary since they were carried out solely for their peaceful exercise of the right to freedom of expression.

For instance, during a protest on 23 January 2021 in Saint Petersburg, the police arrested Ivan Petrov, then a journalist with the student magazine Tardigrada, while he was taking pictures of protesters being arrested. He had clear means of identification, including a high visibility vest and his press card, but the police still targeted the journalist and used force to arrest him.259

Aleksandra Teplyakova, a journalist with the online media RusNews, was arrested on 31 January 2021 while conducting a live stream from a protest in Khabarovsk, the Far East. The police alleged that while also covering a protest as a journalist on 23 January, she had violated Article 20.2 (6.1) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“participation in an unauthorized public assembly which created obstacles for infrastructure and traffic”). In a video recording of her arrest, she tells the police officer that she is a journalist and has a press card, but the police still went ahead with the arrest.260

Aleksandra Teplyakova was held in police custody overnight, then taken to court where she was sentenced to nine days of administrative detention. The court did not take into account Aleksandra Teplyakova’s statement that she had been carrying out her professional duties and had had all the necessary documents...
with her. Her appeal against the detention was unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{261} Aleksandra Teplyakova was released on 9 February.\textsuperscript{262}

**Makar Palamarenko**, a journalist with the regional online news media Donday, was arrested in Rostov-on-Don, south Russia, while taking pictures of police arresting peaceful protesters on 31 January 2021.\textsuperscript{263} He describes how he told the arresting officers that he was a journalist and showed them his editorial assignment and passport. However, the officers only assured him that he would be released soon but that they still needed to take him to the police station “for a report”.\textsuperscript{264} At the station, Makar Palamarenko wrote an explanatory note where once again he pointed out that he was a journalist working to cover the protest.\textsuperscript{265} Nevertheless, the police drew up a record of an administrative offence for violating the rules on public assemblies (Article 20.2 (6.1) of the Code of Administrative Offences), took his fingerprints and delivered him to Kirovsky District Court where he was issued with a RUB 10,000 (EUR 108) fine.\textsuperscript{266} The journalist appealed this decision and on 5 April the Rostov Regional Court overturned the conviction. According to Makar Palamarenko, the police officers claimed that they did not see his press card but the judge referred to a photo of the journalist’s arrest where the press card was clearly visible, finding that there was no evidence to support the police statements.\textsuperscript{267} The Rostov Regional Court’s decision was a rare example in which sentences that follow the arbitrary detention of journalists are quashed among a plethora of court rulings finding journalists in violation of the rules of public assemblies despite their protected status under domestic and international law.

In Moscow, journalist **Anastasia Demidas** from Vot Tak TV was also arrested on 31 January 2021 while working at a protest. She was taking photos of the riot police when three officers approached her to ask what she was doing there. She told them she was there as a journalist, showing them her editorial assignment letter and her passport. However, the police demanded to see “the original” of the editorial assignment letter and that she needed to go to the police station “to clarify information”.\textsuperscript{268} She was taken to the police bus where the police officers drew up a record of an administrative violation under article 20.2 (6.1) of the Code of Administrative Offences. Then, Anastasia Demidas was taken to the police station where her documents were checked again. She was questioned as a witness under a criminal case of “violation of sanitary rules” which had been initiated by the authorities after the 23 January protests.\textsuperscript{269} She was then held overnight with many other detainees, in conditions that did not meet international standards. According to Anastasia Demidas, the cell was overcrowded and some of the detainees had to sit or sleep on the floor.\textsuperscript{270}

The next day, she tried unsuccessfully to contest in court the offence record presented by the police which alleged that she had been “walking in a crowd of 2,000 people”, had shouted slogans and interfered with the traffic – a typical text of a “copy-paste” offence record drawn up against peaceful protesters. The judge, however, refused to take her arguments into consideration and dismissed documents confirming her status as a journalist claiming that those papers “meant nothing” and demanded “originals”.\textsuperscript{271} Anastasia Demidas was sentenced to four days in administrative detention, which she spent in Sakharovo Temporary Detention Facility for Migrants, which in January 2021 became infamous for its inhumane detention conditions and overcrowding due to mass arrests at the protests.

Amnesty International has noted a pattern through which the police and other relevant authorities blame journalists of failures to comply with domestic laws as a way to justify their arrest and obstruct their presence at protests, while later failing to investigate human rights violations against journalists. Most often, as mentioned above, the authorities claim that journalists either “obstructed” police work, did not have their necessary identification or even allege violent people intending to trigger a violent response of the authorities are wearing fake vests.

In March 2022, the Head of the Main Directorate of the Ministry of Interior for Saint Petersburg and Leningrad region said that it was due to “rogue journalists and provocateurs” who wore high visibility vests pretending to be journalists that the police had to carry out arrests.\textsuperscript{272} He made this point during a session of the Saint Petersburg Legislative Assembly when questioned about mass detentions of journalists during anti-war protests. Just days before that, on 13 March 2022, at least nine journalists\textsuperscript{273} from several media outlets

\textsuperscript{261} See, for instance, here: https://www.zaks.ru/new/archive/view/223936
\textsuperscript{262} https://profur.org/aleksandra-teplyakova-na-svobode/
\textsuperscript{263} https://donday.ru/1402-2021-5-dney-sakurow
\textsuperscript{264} https://kavkaz-uzel.eu/articles/399452/
\textsuperscript{265} https://kavkaz-uzel.eu/articles/399452/
\textsuperscript{266} https://donday.ru/1402-2021-5-dney-sakurow
\textsuperscript{267} https://donday.ru/sud-prigovoril-zhurnalista-donday-k-shtratu-v-10-tyshach-rublei.html
\textsuperscript{268} https://donday.ru/1402-2021-5-dney-sakurow
\textsuperscript{269} https://vot-tak.ru/vot/2021-01-02-2021-our-journalist-
\textsuperscript{270} https://vot-tak.ru/vot/2021-01-02-2021-our-journalist-
\textsuperscript{271} https://vot-tak.ru/vot/2021-01-02-2021-our-journalist-
\textsuperscript{272} https://vot-tak.ru/vot/2021-01-02-2021-our-journalist-
\textsuperscript{273} See, for instance, here: https://t.me/mezavzaklivel/13004 and here: https://t.me/vozozaklive/13089
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Amnesty International documented how arbitrary detention of journalists became widespread during peaceful anti-war protests held in the month since the start of the invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022. According to the Journalists’ and Media Workers’ Union, out of dozens of journalists arrested in the month since the start of the protests, at least six journalists were given from three to 28 days of administrative detention. Matvey Golovanov, a journalist from RusNews, served the longest sentence of 28 days under Article 20.2 (8) (“Repeated violation of the rules of conducting public assemblies”). The police arrested him on 26 February during a live streaming he conducted from a peaceful anti-war rally in Yekaterinburg despite showing his press card and his editorial assignment.

Among the journalists detained during the first week of anti-war protests of 2022, there were some journalists from large federal media (including Novaya Gazeta, Kommersant, and Fontanka), regional media (for instance, NGS.RU from Novosibirsk) and smaller, often niche online media (including, moloko plus, SOTA and Avtozak.Live). However, following the introduction of various censorship measures, including threats of administrative and criminal prosecution under newly introduced charges of “disseminating false information” about or “discrediting” the Russian Armed Forces and the near total wipe-out of larger independent media outlets in the country, the majority of journalists who have faced arbitrary detention from early March 2022 were mostly from smaller independent online media outlets who are bravely trying to continue their work in these new realities.

For instance, on 6 March 2022, the police detained Pavel Nikulin and Artem Drachev, a journalist and a photographer from independent online media outlet moloko plus, in Pushkin Square in Moscow. Despite both of them being in possession of all the necessary documents and wearing high visibility vests, the police took them to the Lefortovo police station, where the police drew up a record for “violating the rules of a public assembly” (Article 20.2 (5) of the Code of Administrative Violations). They were then released. On 12 March, Artem Drachev was called back to the police station “for a chat” where he was given a “warning regarding participation in public actions”. The police also visited Pavel Nikulin’s home; in his absence, they told his mother to ask him to “call them” without giving further details.

On 6 March 2022, at least six journalists from Sota.Vision were detained in Voronezh, Saint Petersburg, Nizhnii Novgorod and Krasnodar. Feyodor Orlov, Sota.Vision’s correspondent in Voronezh, was violently detained by the police when he was conducting a live stream. A video of his detention clearly shows that he was wearing a high visibility vest and a press badge. Nevertheless, without any explanation or warning, the police assaulted him from behind causing the journalist to scream and to call for help. The police did not stop even when he shouted that he was a media worker. Feyodor Orlov was later released with a record of an administrative offence.

On the same day in Moscow, another Sota.Vision journalist, photo correspondent Vasily Vorona, was arbitrarily detained while covering a protest action near Teatralnaya Square despite wearing a high visibility vest and having all the necessary IDs. According to the journalist’s account of events, the police assaulted him hitting on his legs and his face, grabbed his passport that they had demanded him to show as a proof of identity and searched him to get his mobile phone. At the same time, the police reportedly threatened that
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he would be “sent to Donbass”, in a clear reference that he would be conscripted to fight in Ukraine. Vasily Vorona was taken to Ramenskoye police station where police attempted to take his fingerprints and photograph for their database. The journalist was held incommunicado for around 10 hours. When his whereabouts were finally established and a lawyer and a human rights defender came to see him, the police refused to grant them access. Vasili Vorona was released 11 hours after his arrest with a record of an administrative offence under Article 20.2 (5) of the Code of Administrative Offences (“Violation of the rules of a public assembly”).

Sota.Vision’s photo-correspondent in Saint Petersburg, Nika Samusik, was also detained on 6 March. This was the third time she was detained since the start of the anti-war protests and she would be detained again on 18 March when covering another protest. Nika Samusik told Amnesty International that, although she did not wear a high visibility vest when first detained on 24 February, she had it on in all other instances and in all four instances she had the required journalist IDs with her.282 She noted that on two instances in particular – 2 and 6 March – it appeared that the police were specifically targeting journalists wearing high visibility press vests.

Commenting on how much arbitrary detentions affect journalists’ work covering protests, Nika Samusik said:

“They [the police] simply do not allow us to work, they take our time which is precious for a journalist. They detain us, take us to a police station to check our identities and while they are doing this, the rally is already over. Why detain us if all the necessary information could be checked on the spot and then they could let us go?”

Nika Samusik, Sota.Vision journalist

UNLAWFUL USE OF FORCE AGAINST JOURNALISTS

Protecting journalists, monitors and observers during protests is a key obligation states have under the right to freedom of peaceful assembly.284 The police must not interfere with the work of journalists and may not prohibit or restrict them from documenting the events happening during an assembly or its dispersal, including the actions of protesters and police.285 Police may only use force in compliance with the fundamental principles of legality, necessity, proportionality, precaution and non-discrimination.286 Police should be accountable and justify if the use of force was lawful, necessary and proportionate. Domestic legislation on the use of force by law enforcement officials must be in line with international law and standards.287

As documented by Amnesty International, the use of force by Russian authorities during protests has failed to meet these standards. Based on the many accounts the organization has received from journalists and monitors, the police used unnecessary and excessive force against both peaceful protesters and journalists during both the 2021 protests in support of Aleksey Navalny and the anti-war protests of 2022. Many of those cases amount to torture and other ill-treatment.

Reporters without Borders, an international organization defending the rights of journalists, reported on seven incidents of assault by the police against journalists on 23 January 2021 alone.288 Five of those incidents were in relation to female journalists. At least two other journalists, one of them female, were beaten by the police while one was in Moscow and the other in Saint Petersburg.289 In all of the cases documented by Amnesty International, the journalists were at the protests in their professional capacity, had necessary ID documents and in most cases other means of identification, like a high visibility vest, even if it was not an obligatory requirement at the time of the 2021 protests. In most cases, like with assembly monitors, the journalists were assaulted when the police saw them filming arrests or when the police were beating peaceful protesters.

One journalist that spoke to Amnesty International believes that such unwarranted “attention” by the police could be due to the fact that officers fear their unlawful activities may be publicly exposed. According to the

282 Interview on file with Amnesty International

283 Nika Samusik, interview with Amnesty International, 6 June 2022

284 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 37 (2020) on the right of peaceful assembly (article 21), para. 30

285 General Comment No. 37, para 78 (previously cited)

286 Including such standards as the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials (para 13 of which says: “In the dispersal of assemblies that are unlawful but non-violent, law enforcement officials shall avoid the use of force or, where that is not practicable, shall restrict such force to the minimum extent necessary.”). See at: https://www.ohchr.org/en/instruments-mechanisms/instruments/basic-principles-use-force-and-firearms-law-enforcement and Amnesty International, Use of Force: Guidelines for Implementation of the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, 2015


288 https://en.mos.ru/articles/1168841/
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journalist, some police and riot police officers told him that when there is a public exposure of and outcry against the police, officers involved in the incidents are called before their superiors and have to write “explanations” and sometimes testify in court if a victim complains. Publicity is unwelcomed in a situation when many people join law enforcement for the sake of job security and the relatively high salaries and, consequently, are afraid of losing their jobs or being financially punished by their superiors. Quoting his own experience, the journalist noted that when the police noticed him filming them beating a protestor, they immediately stopped and took the protestor to a police van.\textsuperscript{291}

However, these internal measures appear to be arbitrary and discretionary rather than a systematic mechanism for the proper investigation and sanction of abuses committed by the police. In fact, Amnesty International is not aware of any effective criminal investigations or disciplinary proceedings initiated into any of the cases of unlawful use of force against journalists and other media workers in the context of protests in 2021 and 2022 documented for this report.

Meduza correspondent Kristina Safonova described how she was beaten by a riot police officer when she was working at a protest in Moscow’s Pushkinskaya Square on 23 January 2021. She was wearing a high visibility press vest but it did not stop the police officer from assaulting her when she started filming the protest.\textsuperscript{292} According to Reporters Without Borders (RSF), her colleague, photographer Evgeniy Feldman, was grabbed by the neck by another police officer while Novaya Gazeta photographer Victoria Odisonova had her camera lens smashed with a baton blow. VTimes journalist Ekaterina Grobman was hit when being arrested despite her press badge, while a reporter for the Avtozak.Live channel Nikita Stupin, was assaulted with a stun gun.\textsuperscript{293}

Novaya Gazeta journalist Elizaveta Kirpanova was also beaten by a police officer in Pushkinskaya Square. According to her testimony, she was wearing a high visibility press vest and possessed her press badge and other documents. In a Facebook post, she described how the riot police had been indiscriminately beating everyone in front of them and how they hit her with a baton on her head which caused bleeding:

“I could not protect myself with my hands. I had a phone in one hand and glasses, which I managed to take off, in the other. If I hadn’t taken off the glasses, I might have lost my eyesight. We were struck down to the ground . . . I thought I would be squashed. It was impossible to breathe. I started to shout. I didn’t even know that I could shout so loudly. I asked for help. At some stage, there was a bit more room and I was pulled out of the crowd. It was terrifying.”\textsuperscript{294}

Elizaveta Kirpanova, Novaya Gazeta journalist.

\textsuperscript{291} Interview with Amnesty International, June 2022.
\textsuperscript{293} https://rsf.org/en/totally-disproportionate-crackdown-reporters-during-pro-navalny-demonstrations
\textsuperscript{294} https://www.facebook.com/elizakirpanova/posts/5057177082989597
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Another journalist, Georgy Markov, tried to protect her from further assault and was beaten up too. As a result, he received a head trauma and a concussion. Immediately after the incident, Elizaveta Kirpanova went to hospital where medics documented an injury to soft tissues on her head.

On 25 January 2021, the Head of the Russian Union of Journalists’ Vladimir Solovyov wrote to the Russian Minister of Interior, Vladimir Kolokoltsev, raising the issue of arbitrary detentions and beatings of journalists. In his letter, he asked the Minister “to take under personal control conducting of internal investigations into whether journalists’ detentions were lawful and also into the incidents of use of force and obstruction of journalist activity while covering unsanctioned actions that took place on 23.01.2021”.

Elizaveta Kirpanova told Amnesty International that after the publication of that letter, she received a phone call from the Department for Internal Security of the Directorate for the Ministry of Interior for Moscow. The police officers asked her to come for an interview about the beating incident the next day. On 26 January 2021, she and her colleague Tatyana Vasilchuk, who had also been beaten in Pushkinskaya Square, were questioned about the beating. The police then drove them to Pushkinskaya Square as part of the investigation.

“They [the police] took our photos in Pushkinskaya Square, how we were pointing to the spot where the events took place. The police even brought two attesting witnesses.”

Elizaveta Kirpanova, Novaya Gazeta journalist

The journalists submitted formal complaints about the conduct of the police, asking for an investigation and for those responsible to be brought to justice. Their complaints were officially registered. While at that time it looked as if the police would open a formal investigation into their allegations of ill-treatment, Elizaveta Kirpanova confirmed to Amnesty International in June 2022 that she had not received any response as to whether such investigation had been conducted or not.

“That invitation for an interview, taking a complaint – that was just a tick box exercise to tone down the resonance [from the police actions]. Nobody was surprised that we had received injuries.”

Elizaveta Kirpanova, Novaya Gazeta journalist

In March 2021, reporting to the Moscow Duma about use of force by the police during protests held in January and February, the Head of the Moscow Main Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Lieutenant-General Oleg Baranov, alleged that the police used force lawfully and that, according to him “physical force, martial arts and special equipment… had been used against offenders and individuals who were committing crimes at unsanctioned assemblies”. When asked specifically about Elizaveta Kirpanova’s case, Baranov alleged that the examination of the case of beatings of the Novaya Gazeta journalists “did not find that any injuries had been caused”.

The official also reported that the police had received 319 complaints about unlawful use of force by police officers, with 192 of them combined into a single case “due to repetition”. As a result, 127 files had been passed by the police to the Investigative Committee for Moscow “to take decisions”. Amnesty International is not aware of any subsequent prosecutions of police officers.
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The Insider journalist Vera Ryabitskaya was detained around 17:30 on 23 January 2021, the same day as Elizaveta Kirpanova, in Saint Petersburg when she was filming peaceful protesters being detained and beaten by the riot police. She had a press badge as well as her editorial assignment letter, but nevertheless the police violently arrested her. As she told Amnesty International:

“At some stage police started to aggressively beat and detain [protesters]. A couple of times I managed to dodge it, to escape. Then a policeman approached me from behind. He grabbed me by the neck, choked me. I hung on his arm as he was dragging me to the police bus while hitting my leg with his baton. When I was dragged into the police bus, I was the first one of the detainees. There were about eight policemen there. They were very aggressive. They dragged me in by my hair. They thought I was a bloke as I had a short unisex haircut then. They tossed me from one seat to another, swearing at me. I was afraid they would do something to me. They started to behave better once there were more detainees in the bus. People started to film what the police was doing, and they could not control it.”

Vera Ryabitskaya, The Insider journalist

Vera Ryabitskaya told Amnesty International that once the police officer released his grip on her neck and she was able to speak, she told him and the others that she was a journalist. However, it did not deter the police from further assaulting her nor it led to her release.

According to Vera Ryabitskaya, Arseniy Vesnin – a journalist from Echo Moskvy Saint Petersburg – was also arbitrarily detained and placed in the same police bus with her despite having all the necessary IDs and a high visibility vest. Arseniy Vesnin’s colleagues got in touch with the press department of the Ministry of the Interior for Saint Petersburg alerting them to the journalists’ arrest and requesting their release. Nevertheless, the journalists were taken to a police station. The police later released Arseniy Vesnin on the grounds that his media outlet was on some “list” but Vera Ryabitskaya received a record of an administrative violation on charges of breaking the local Covid-19 regulations.

“All our records of administrative violations were drafted under the same template. Everyone from our avtozak [police bus] had the same record.”

Vera Ryabitskaya, The Insider journalist

Vera Ryabitskaya told Amnesty International that for a long time she was refused a lawyer, and when she finally got access, the lawyer tried to prove that she had been unlawfully detained as she was working as a journalist. However, the police claimed that her media outlet “was not on the list” and fined her RUB 4,000 (EUR 44). Vera Ryabitskaya was released at around 3am the next day, being one of the last detainees still held at the police station.

Following her release, Vera Ryabitskaya ensured that her bruises were recorded in hospital. Remarkably, her medical certificate even states that she had been beaten “by unidentified men in police uniform”. The next day, she submitted a complaint to the police attaching the documents proving her journalist’s status and her injuries. It was officially registered, and she was provided with a registration number. According to the Criminal Procedure Code, an investigator or another relevant official must examine and make a decision on

---
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the complaint within three days. The deadline can be extended up to a maximum of 30 days if there is a need for an in-depth examination, but only when “concrete, factual circumstances that caused such extension” are provided.305

Vera Ryabitskaya told Amnesty International that when she had not heard from the police for more than a month, she contacted them again only to find out that her complaint had not been registered as a crime statement but as a general “appeal from a citizen”. These appeals are regulated by different legislation, outside of the criminal procedure, have different consequences in terms of what decision could be taken and have a longer timeframe for their examination. According to the Federal Law no 59-FZ, an appeal must be registered within three days and considered within 30 days from the day of its registration. This deadline can be extended for another 30 days. Upon consideration of an appeal, the relevant official should send a reply to the applicant307.

Vera Ryabitskaya also complained to the Investigative Committee but had no response from there either. Then, she and her lawyer submitted a complaint to Saint Petersburg’s Smolninsky District Court. However, according to Ryabitskaya, “the hearing has been postponed possibly 15 times already” as each time the Ministry of the Interior has failed to provide information requested by the court. Thus, the police are effectively ignoring the court order and denying her access to justice.

“So, the court accepted our complaint, and it looks as if they are doing something, but nothing is happening in fact. In the beginning they (the court staff) at least called me to inform me that the hearing had been adjourned. Now they don’t even call me anymore.”

Vera Ryabitskaya, The Insider journalist

Nevertheless, Vera is determined to achieve justice.

“This is absolutely unlawful, inadequate behaviour by the police and I do not want to leave it unpunished. I was beaten up and I don’t consider it to be “normal”.”

Vera Ryabitskaya, The Insider journalist

The unlawful use of force by the police continued throughout the protests organized in support of Aleksey Navalny. Journalist Fyodor Khudokormov was badly beaten by the police in Moscow on 2 February 2021 when he was filming the police beating a protester. Like other journalists, he wore a high visibility press vest and had the necessary IDs so could be clearly identified as a journalist. When the police officers noticed that they were being filmed, one of them pushed Fyodor Khudokormov, swore at him and then hit him twice on the head with a baton.310 As a result, Fyodor Khudokormov was seriously concussed, had to be hospitalised and could not work for at least a month.311 When Amnesty International spoke with him over a year after this injury, he said:

“I was struggling for a long time. It definitely took me at least a month to recover. The first week I could only lie down in bed. If I would sit up even for 10 minutes, my head would start spinning, I could not focus. I still feel consequences. If I get up too quickly and if I turn my head, I feel pain.”

Fyodor Khudokormov, freelance journalist312

The journalist submitted an official complaint against the police to ensure that an investigation into this incident was initiated. However, in March 2021, the acting head of the investigation department for Moscow’s Tverskoy District ruled that there were no grounds to examine the actions of the police.313 Fyodor Khudokormov appealed to Moscow’s Tverskoy District Court but the court rejected the application. He appealed further and, in early May 2022, the Moscow City Court overturned this decision ruling that the refusal to conduct an investigation into the incident was unlawful and that it should be carried out. At the time of writing, this had still not been conducted.

304 Article 144 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, see http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_34481/a3d0f7ee6816ad8ac5a3a3975c493c7a443c4f8/

305 Article 144(3) of the Criminal Procedure Code (previously cited)


308 See, for instance, an account of one of the latest adjournments here: https://wcdninfo.org/articles/2022/01/27/vv-nenyu-zimnih-protestov-2021-poda-policevskie-izbivali-zhurnalista-eb /

309 Vera Ryabitskaya, interview with Amnesty International, 14 June 2022

310 The video of the beating is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYvmticz0V0

311 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYvmticz0V0

312 See, for instance, an account of one of the latest adjournments here: https://wcdninfo.org/articles/2022/01/27/vv-nenyu-zimnih-protestov-2021-poda-policevskie-izbivali-zhurnalista-eb /
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Amnesty International
Fyodor Khudokormov is determined to achieve justice. He told Amnesty International:

"It was not only me who was beaten in that side lane. There were other people there too. If I leave it as it is, this is what the general practice [of policing] will look like."

Fyodor Khudokormov, freelance journalist

The journalist also shared with Amnesty International how difficult it is to cover protests:

"It is very challenging to work at protest actions, especially in the current situation. The police do not approve when you start filming [their actions]. They demand that you delete the material, threaten you, put other kinds of pressure on. It’s very difficult psychologically. Every time I need to cover a protest, I have to think through the whole strategy – how do I get there and back, what will I do if I am arrested, assess my risks. I have to be prepared for anything. This became especially relevant recently when they [the police] began to arrest journalists”

Fyodor Khudokormov, freelance journalist

The practice of unlawful use of force by the police also continued during the anti-war protests in early 2022. This time, the scale and intensity of the use of force appeared to be lower than the year before, although still included several instances of law enforcement officers forcibly shoving, hitting or grabbing journalists and other media workers.

In one incident documented by Amnesty International, Nikita Pakharev, a journalist from the online media outlet Bumaga, reported that an unidentified man whose face was covered with a scarf and who was standing next to uniformed police officers had broken his phone when he was filming violent arrests in Senatskaya Square in Saint Petersburg on 28 February 2022. The man, who was most probably a plain clothes police officer, also ordered Nikita Pakharev to stop filming. The journalist was wearing a high visibility vest and had his journalist’s ID. Uniformed police that were present in the protest site did not react to this incident and only told Nikita Pakharev to “submit a complaint”.

The Russian authorities must urgently address the use of unnecessary and excessive force while policing public assemblies, particularly that directed against journalists and other media workers, including by giving clear instructions to law enforcement officials regarding their obligations to facilitate the work of journalists and the prohibition to use force for the purpose of hindering journalists to carry out their work, conducting trainings on policing peaceful assemblies in line with international standards, and ensuring effective and impartial investigations into all incidents of violations against journalists and other media workers in the context of covering public assemblies.
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3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the recent past, Russia has sunk into unimaginable lows since the collapse of the Soviet Union regarding its observation of international human rights law and standards. The clampdown on dissent that has been ongoing since 2012 but escalating especially in the last two years, together with law enforcement and justice systems which fail to uphold the law or deliver justice have chipped away at the modest human rights progress that Russia managed to achieve in the previous two decades. The military aggression against Ukraine has further deepened the human rights crisis, leaving journalists, human rights defenders and civil society organizations in peril.

Nevertheless, even in these most challenging times, people in Russia have courageously continued to speak out and stand up against injustice. Human rights defenders and independent media have played a crucial role in helping to make their voices heard and defend their rights. These actions, as well as active and meaningful support from the international community – both through intergovernmental organizations and via cross-border solidarity – can translate into positive change.

At one of the highest peaks of repression in Russia when efforts from the international community may seem trivial, working to protect human rights defenders and journalists that are tirelessly trying to enable the right to protest in the country may have far-reaching consequences. As the risks and challenges faced by journalists and human rights defenders continue to increase, the international community should continue exploring new avenues to ensure they are able to continue doing their work in a safe and enabling environment. The UN Human Rights Council’s decision to establish a new mandate of a Special Rapporteur on Russia316 opens one such new opportunity not only to monitor and report on human rights violations in the country but also to further support and enable the embattled civil society in Russia.

It is time for the Russian authorities to change course and respond to the many calls for change that demand a better and more just society in which state institutions observe their human rights obligations. Such a task can be achieved through a rigorous review of all the laws and policies that have shrank the space for civil society in the past decade and the strict implementation of Russia’s human rights obligations. Taking steps to respect, protect and fulfill the rights to freedom of expression and peaceful assembly, including through improving the situation of those who monitor and report from public assemblies, could be one of the first important steps forward in that direction.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CALLS ON THE RUSSIAN AUTHORITIES TO:

- Comply with its international human rights obligations, including in relation to the rights of freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association;
- Repeal or substantially amend the Law “On Public Assemblies”, including to ensure that:
  - everyone can freely exercise their right to organize and to participate in peaceful assemblies, without fear or police abuses or other forms of reprisals regardless of their nationality, past administrative or criminal record or any other grounds of discrimination;
- Provide a clear definition in law of what constitutes a public assembly monitor to mark a clear distinction from those participating in the assembly and to explicitly recognize the right of monitors to observe assemblies without interference;
- Develop and introduce recommendations to law-enforcement and judicial officers clearly stating that journalists and other media workers covering public assemblies should not be considered as participants;
- Ensure that public assembly monitors and media workers are allowed to freely observe and cover public assemblies without obstacles, harassment, intimidation or any other reprisals for their work at a protest, including during dispersal. In particular, ensure that law enforcement officials:
  - abstain from harassment, intimidation, threats or attacks of monitors and media workers on the eve, during and after a public assembly;
  - do not request additional documents from journalists and other media workers which are not provided for in the relevant legislation;
  - refrain from confiscating, seizing or destructing mobile phones, cameras, notes, recordings or any other equipment from monitors and media workers;
  - lift all restrictions that limit or hinder access to monitors, journalists and other media workers to protest sites, including during dispersal.
- Send clear instructions to all law enforcement agencies that protections afforded by domestic and international law to monitors, journalists and other media workers apply irrespective of whether an assembly is peaceful or lawful.
- Pass the necessary changes in the criminal and administrative law to ensure adequate disciplinary, administrative or criminal proceedings are opened as appropriate against law enforcement officials that harass, intimidate, threaten or attack human rights defenders, monitors, journalists and other media workers.
- Ensure that the police and National Guard forces are regularly trained in good practices and human rights-based approaches in relation to the policing of assemblies in line with international and regional standards, including regarding the use of force and less-lethal weapons; the obligation to respect and ensure the exercise of human rights; and the protection of monitors and media workers reporting from public assemblies;
- Ensure that public assemblies are policed only by officers who have been trained in policing public assemblies according to the relevant international standards;
- Immediately and unconditionally release all monitors, journalists and other media workers that have been detained solely for their work reporting or monitoring assemblies. Make sure all charges against them are dropped and all investigations are closed. Ensure a prompt, thorough, impartial and independent investigations into allegations of arbitrary detentions, torture and other ill-treatment of monitors and media workers, as well as allegations of confiscation, seizure or destruction of their equipment and records, including in the context of public assemblies, with a view to bring all perpetrators to justice in fair trial proceedings;
- Repeal Articles 207.3, 280.3 and 284.2 of the Criminal Code and Articles 20.3.3 and 20.3.4 of the Code of Administrative Offences, which establish criminal and administrative responsibility for
“disseminating knowingly false information about” and “discreditation of the use of Russian Armed Forces abroad” as well as for “calls to sanctions” as these legislative provisions unduly restrict the right to freedom of expression.

- Ensure that victims of human rights violations, including human rights defenders and media workers, have an effective remedy to access justice and receive adequate reparations, including restitution, fair and adequate financial compensation and appropriate medical care and rehabilitation where necessary, the truth about what happened, as well as effective guarantees of non-repetition.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CALLS ON THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY TO:

- Ensure regular and close monitoring of, and reporting on, the situation in Russia with regards to the rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly, including the protection of human rights defenders, journalists and other media workers;
- Attend and observe administrative and criminal trials of human rights defenders and media workers across Russia and make the resulting observations and recommendations public;
- Raise the situation of human rights particularly relating to the rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly at any appropriate opportunity, including in talks with the Russian authorities and in international forums, calling on Russia to uphold its human rights obligations and to implement relevant recommendations;
- Build and strengthen solidarity networks with Russian independent media and human rights defenders to provide support and, where necessary – expertise and relief – to enable their work in a safe environment;
- Provide all necessary support, including logistical and financial, to the newly established mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on Russia to enable their effective work and continue dedicated support to other UN Special Procedures monitoring the situation in Russia.
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Over the last 10 years, the human rights situation in Russia has been continuously deteriorating. The authorities have severely curtailed people’s rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly, deploying a whole arsenal of laws and practices that are in stark contrast to Russia’s international human rights obligations. This document looks into the human rights violations committed against two specific groups who play important roles for the enjoyment of the right to peaceful assembly. The first group – public assembly monitors – performs a watchdog function by recording how rigorously the authorities observe their human rights obligations in the context of public assemblies. The other group – media workers – ensures that society is informed about public assemblies and concerns that have brought people to the streets, and reports on how the protests have been handled by the authorities. The report documents a pattern of unlawful obstruction of journalists’ and monitors’ work during street protests, and severe reprisals against them including arbitrary arrests, use of unlawful force, detention and heavy fines. It demonstrates that these violations are part of a pattern manifested across the country.